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Ms. Jayanthi Natarajan (front row center), Union Minister for Environment and Forests, Government of India,
opened the 21st IBA Conference in New Delhi, India that was attended by 373 delegates from 35 nations. Read
more about the conference proceedings on page 21.
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Council News
From the President

Frank T. van Manen
U.S. Geological Survey
Northern Rocky Mountain Science Center
Interagency Grizzly Bear Study Team
2327 University Way, suite 2
Bozeman, MT 59715
Email: vanmanen@utk.edu

21st International Bear Conference in India a Milestone for Bear Conservation

With every IBA conference I keep wondering how we can possible keep up the high quality of the conferences in the long
term, yet with every conference we do! The recent conference in New Delhi, India was no exception and, additionally, it
raised the bar in terms of conservation impact. During the inaugural session the Honorable Minister of Environment and
Forests, Ms. Jayanthi Natarajan attended the conference and released a National Bear Conservation Action Plan for India, an
important milestone for bear conservation in India. Attendance was excellent with around 330 registered participants.
The technical sessions of the conference covered a broad range of topics. I particularly commend the conference organizers for putting a special emphasis on getting paper submissions from all 8 bear species and to get broad geographic representation of most corners of the world where bears occur. Of course, a central theme was bear conservation in Asia. In several
previous articles I’ve highlighted the challenges we face with many Asian bear populations and these issues were front and
center at the conference. There was much encouraging news, however, which included detailed reports on how the tradition
of bear dancing has practically ended in India because of a concerted effort of NGOs and the Government of India. It also
became clear how many bear conservation projects are ongoing in Asia, despite the ubiquitous challenge of lack of funding.
The excitement and dedication of conference attendees was extremely encouraging and I hope we can build on that sense of
accomplishment for years to come.
I also commend the organizers for being terrific and gracious hosts and for going out of the way to accommodate all
participants. The social events provided much time for networking, interaction, and cultural learning. A ‘street performance’ of “Bear Tales” by a group of former poachers from the eastern Indian state of Odisha was particularly moving; now
reformed, these performers travel from village to village with a message of bear conservation. The traditional IBA banquet
not only provided excellent cuisine but, in proper IBA tradition, much music and dancing. All conference participants
experienced the incredible hospitality not only of the conference organizers but indeed the many Indian people everyone met
along the way. I thank all the folks who had a role in the organization of the Conference, and want to express my particular
gratitude to Vivek Menon, Sathyakumar, Rahul Kaul, and Prajna Panda. Soon the conference organizers will provide video
files of the technical presentation through the conference website so be sure to check the site frequently: www.indianbears.
com.

Awards

It is my great pleasure to announce 2 awards, of which I presented one already at the IBA conference in New Delhi. Council established a Distinguished Service Award a few years ago to recognize people who have made extraordinary contributions to IBA. IBA Council is extremely pleased to present this award to Karen Noyce, who has served as the Chair of IBA’s
Bear Conservation Fund since 2004 and was involved with its formation since 2001. Through our Research and Conservation Grants program, IBA has supported a large number of projects throughout the world (see http://www.bearbiology.
com/index.php?id=30 for an overview). Indeed, at the IBA conference in New Delhi, it was very rewarding to see how many
wonderful bear research and conservation projects received initial funds through IBA. Recipients of a Research and Conservation grant often are able to leverage those funds with other organizations, thus increasing the impact of the IBA grant. All
this has been possible because we have been fortunate to have annual contributions from The John Sheldon Bevins Memorial
Foundation, the Homer Bear Conservation Fund, and the Bear Conservation Fund; Karen has been the force behind the
continuing success of the latter fund. But her contributions to IBA and bear conservation extend well beyond fund raising.
Karen served 2 terms on IBA Council as vice-President and 2 terms as Council member. All this in addition to her regular
work as a top-notch black bear researcher for the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources!
The next award I want to announce is the 2012 President’s Award. I’m proud to present that award to our Managing
Editor of International Bear News, Tanya Rosen. I know very few people who are as multi-talented as Tanya. First, she
brings a broad and open-minded perspective to her role as Managing Editor, which is a tremendous asset for the newsletter.
Tanya holds both law and science degrees and thus brings a unique viewpoint to bear conservation. It’s her multi-national
background that got her started on the IBN Editorial Team in 2006 to solicit articles and assist with translations; Tanya is
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Council News
fluent in more languages than anyone I know (6 at last count!). She started as the Editor of IBN in early 2010 and has been
extremely diligent in working with authors from all over the world to solicit and edit submissions. Moreover, she facilitated
a smooth transition from the paper to electronic edition of IBN and increased overall graphical appeal of the newsletter
by taking advantage of the new electronic format. Thanks to our modern-day conveniences of electronic communication,
she conducts her editorial work for IBN while working in Khorog, Tajikistan, where she is the Snow Leopard Programme
Coordinator for Panthera.
Tanya and Karen make their contributions to IBA in their spare time, in addition to their already busy, full-time jobs. As
such, they embody the volunteer spirit that is essential to non-profit, professional organizations such as IBA, and hopefully
inspire others to do the same. A deserved ‘Congrats”’ to Karen and Tanya!

Council Activities

Council Meeting India.--IBA Council met prior to the India conference and discussed a large number of topics. We prepared and evaluated reports regarding our membership, finances, Ursus, International Bear News, and considered a number
of proposals. There is a lot of good news to report, including that our membership is still slightly increasing (new members
are still joining frequently), the difficult financial decisions we have made over the last 5 years seem to have been effective,
our grant programs remain strong, and the transition of Ursus editorship is progressing smoothly and its impact factor is
slightly increasing. One of the biggest challenges we have is managing increasingly complex and involved IBA business that
occurs on a daily basis, which sometimes seems to prevent us from pursuing new initiatives. Nonetheless, we launched the
Management Committee last year, will devote much attention to student activities this year, overhaul our bear biology pages
on the website, and plan to establish an online discussion forum specifically for IBA members.
Student Activities.--Returning to the topic of student activities, we want to invest more in our very active student body.
Besides formalizing the student session on conference programs, we discussed options of a dedicated, technical student session to give students a special opportunity to present their best work and compete for a best-paper award. We are coordinating with the organizers of the Utah conference to determine the feasibility of organizing such a session.
Elections.--We have important elections coming up this year. Positions with open seats include President, Vice-President for the Americas, Treasurer, Secretary, and 3 Council Members. We asked Jon Swenson to chair the Nominations
Committee, which consists of Koji Yamazaki, Mark Haroldson, Gordon Stenhouse, Ximena Velez-Liendo, and Alexandros
Karamanlidis. The Nominations Committee has put together a list of candidates which can be found on the IBA website
at: http://www.bearbiology.com/index.php?id=elect0. Look for candidacy statements from the nominees in upcoming issues
of International Bear News.
Position Statement on Bear Hunting in EU States.--We prepared a position statement on sustainable hunting as a management tool for brown bear populations in European Union states. This issue was brought to our attention a while ago and
addresses the concern that there is no clear connection between brown bear population status and their official designation
under the Council Directive for Conservation of Natural and Wild Fauna and Flora. Also, there are no mechanisms in place
to up-list or down-list a designation once a country has joined the Union. The taking of a limited number of bears is allowed
only under a certain set of conditions, provided that there is no satisfactory alternative. We asserted that it is important to
recognize that brown bear conservation in Europe must occur in a multi-use landscape and that hunting can be a beneficial
and important tool for management of wildlife populations, if sustainable and compatible with the conservation goals of the
EU Habitats Directive. In the position statement, we urged the EU to give due consideration to member states or countries
acceding to the EU that wish to apply for a derogation to the application of the “strict protection” criteria for the purpose of
maintaining or establishing managed bear hunting, provided that a science-based Conservation and Management Plan is
in place under which the sustainable hunting program is carried out. The full text of the position statement, and previous
statements, can be found on our website: http://www.bearbiology.com/index.php?id=letts
International Bear News.—In consultation with the Editorial Board of the newsletter, Council voted to change the distribution schedule of International Bear News to 3 times/year instead of 4 times/year. This was a difficult decision but was
motivated by providing our fully volunteer staff more time for each issue to solicit and edit articles and develop the layout,
particularly for the first issue of the year. We recognize concerns that this may be seen as providing less for your membership. However, the total number of pages to be published each year should not change much because each issue will likely be
longer and will give the Editorial Team more flexibility to publish a wider range of content, including more in-depth articles.
Also, we are moving towards providing a greater variety of information content, including our website, Facebook page, and
e-blasts, and this decision is part of that larger strategy. The new deadlines for article submission are: February 5 deadline
for Spring issue, June 5 deadline for Summer issue, and October 5 deadline for the Fall issue. See a recent newsletter for
submission guidelines.
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Council News
Research and Conservation Grants
Fred Dean, Committee Chair

We received 25 complete proposals this year. The funds requested totaled U.S.D. $193,720. In a change from the last few
years, all species of bears were represented as primary focal species. There was more complete geographic representation
also. Summary information is shown in the tables.
I hope that the review process will be completed by the middle of March; however, we cannot guarantee that.

Table 1. Taxonomic Distribution of the 2012 - 2013 Proposals.
Species or Species Combination

No. of Proposals

A. melanoleuca Giant Panda

1

H. malayanus Sun Bear

2

M. ursinus Sloth Bear

2

T. ornatus Andean Bear

1

U. americanus American Black Bear

3

U. arctos Brown Bear

6

U. maritimus Polar Bear

2

U. thibetanus Asiatic Black Bear

4

M. ursinus & U. thibetanus

1

U. arctos & U. americanus

1

U. thibetanus & U. arctos

2

Table 2. Geographic Location of Project Study Areas for 2012 - 2013 Proposals.



U.N. Region

No. of Proposals

Eastern Asia

1

South-Eastern Asia

2

Southern Asia

10

Europe

2

Latin America

1

Northern America

9
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Bear Specialist Group
New Chairs Selected for Bear Specialist Group Expert Teams
Dave Garshelis
Email: dave.garshelis@state.mn.us
Rob Steinmetz
Email: robtyn@hotmail.com

BSG Co-chairs

Membership in IUCN/SSC Specialist Groups (SGs) is through an appointment process. The Chair of the SSC is elected by
IUCN members every 4 years at the World Conservation Congress. The SSC Chair then appoints chairs of SGs, who appoint
members of their individual groups (all members thus serve a 4-year term, but can be reappointed). Membership expired at
the end of 2012, and SGs have been selecting members for the new term (2013–2016).
The criteria and process for selecting SG membership varies among groups. The Bear SG (BSG) employs a structure
comprised of species, regional, ad thematic “Expert Teams” (ETs). This structure parallels the SSC structure, which has SGs
and Task Forces (TFs), each focused on taxa, regions, or themes. Likewise, the process of selecting BSG members parallels
the SSC, in that the responsibility is delegated to chairs or co-chairs of the individual ETs.
ET Chairs may devise their own criteria for selecting members, with the goal of ensuring representation of the geographic
range of species (i.e., representation of all range countries for species ETs) and scope of the topical area (i.e., experts on a
variety of subjects). Chairs also consider diversity in affiliations (e.g., government, academic institutions, captive facilities,
non-government organizations with varied focal areas). It is recognized that some countries lack true bear experts, so we
also draw on people with expertise in other species that can be transferred to bears due to similar conservation issues (e.g.,
tigers). Therefore, the full BSG composition varies tremendously, from bear researchers and academics to managers, regional
conservationists, veterinarians, geneticists, students, etc. As such, criteria for membership are very hard to define. If one
were to select a member at random from the BSG, it is possible that that person’s expertise on bears would be less than that
of a bear biologist not appointed to the BSG (this would be especially so for bear biologists in North America, since the
BSG does not focus on this continent due to a general abundance of bears there and numerous organizations working on
their behalf, especially state and provincial management agencies). It is certainly possible, however, that the BSG ‘missed’
someone that should indeed be a member, which is the danger of a system that works via appointments. We are always on
the watch for new people, and anyone is welcome to write to volunteer oneself or a colleague. New members can be added
anytime during the term.
A notable aspect of the BSG (and all SGs) is that members are expected to be active participants. This is not an organization in which members are simply names on a list. Members are expected to answer emails on a regular basis, providing
their expertise or opinions on topical areas. Members are also encouraged to initiate conversations with their team over
issues that they have encountered, and to contribute to this newsletter on occasion. ETs are meant to be centers of active
dialogue about current conservation issues and projects – a place where ideas can be bounced around from various viewpoints. We stress that we seek diversity in viewpoints within the BSG, but we do not seek members who are likely to bring a
“baggage of problems” due to personality conflicts, which would be detrimental to the flavor of teamwork.
Of paramount importance in the BSG structure are the ET chairs. They must be people with an adequate understanding
of the range of issues within the purview of their team. Hence, they should be unqualified “experts”. But beyond that they
must be people who can encourage and inspire the other ET members to remain active participants, and provide ideas for
team projects and other initiatives. All positions within the BSG are voluntary, so a crucial criterion for an ET chair is a
person who is willing to devote time to this work, despite all of their other professional priorities. Indeed, being an ET chair
is undoubtedly a position that carries some prestige, but it is likely to draw away time that could be devoted to activities
that could be more helpful to one’s career. In short, those that accept the responsibility of being an ET chair do so with the
understanding that they are in it to promote bear conservation, not their own careers.
With that in mind, we pondered carefully over these leadership positions. We reappointed ET chairs who agreed to
remain active for another 4-year term and we slected 8 new ET chairs, who we introduce on the following pages. Bios of all
ET chairs are posted on our website: http://www.bearbiology.com/index.php?id=bsgmain.
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Bear Specialist Group
South Asian Brown Bear Expert Team Co-chairs
Achyut Aryal
Institute of Natural Sciences
Massey University
Albany Auckland, New Zealand
Email: savefauna@gmail.com
Achyut is a conservation ecologist with Fauna and Flora Conservation Nepal. He has
over 10 years of experience focused on Himalayan mammals, including the brown bear.
Brown bear ecological research was a part of his PhD work. He has led preparation of the
draft National Brown Bear Action Plan for Nepal. He has also conducted and published
studies on snow leopard, common leopard, blue sheep, marmot, and musk deer in the
Himalaya. Besides the Bear Specialist Group, he serves on the Deer Specialist Group. He
hopes to extend his research and expertise to understand interactions of humans, prey,
and predators as well as climate change in the Himalaya.
Muhammad Ali Nawaz
Department of Animal Sciences
Quaid-i-Azam University
Islamabad, Pakistan
E-Mail: nawazma@gmail.com
Ali, an assistant professor at Quaid-i-Azam University in Pakistan, has a PhD
in ecology and natural resource management, and post-doctorate in molecular ecology. He has 15 years of field research experience, spanning diverse
geographical regions in Pakistan. His doctoral research focused on conservation issues pertaining to a small brown bear population in the high Himalaya.
Recently he has been focusing on understanding ecology, co-existence, and
conservation issues of the carnivore community in northern Pakistan. Ali has
also contributed to community-based conservation programs, education and
outreach. He established and directs the Snow Leopard Foundation to institutionalize carnivore conservation in Pakistan, and currently manages several conservation programs in northern Pakistan.
Ali also has rich experience in the environmental sector. He contributed to more than forty environmental assessments,
directed various environmental monitoring projects, played a leading role in developing management plans for three national
parks, and led environmental baseline studies in various protected areas.

Sun Bear Expert Team Co-chair
Lorraine Scotson
Free the Bears/University of Minnesota
Ban Pan Luang, Luang Prahbang
Email: scotsonuk@gmail.com
Lorraine is a Scottish field biologist based in Lao PDR in Southeast
Asia. Since 2007 she has researched aspects of distribution, ecology and
population status of sun bears and Asiatic black bears in Cambodia,
Vietnam and Lao PDR. Lorraine obtained her BSc in Animal Care at
the University of Aberdeen, Scotland, in 2005 and in 2011 joined the
Conservation Biology PhD Program at the University of Minnesota,
USA. In 2010 she began an ambitious project mapping the range of bears
across the entire Lao PDR, resulting in the first detailed information
on the status of bears in this country. Her research focus continues to
grow, including aspects of human-bear conflict and illegal hunting and trade. Through her work, Lorraine strives to promote
in-country capacity for research and conservation, collaborating with the National University of Lao PDR to facilitate Lao
students in bear-related research. Lorraine believes that in the case of threatened species, research should be functional and
pave the way to active conservation.
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Bear Specialist Group
Giant Panda Expert Team Co-chair
Dajun Wang
School of Life Sciences,
Peking University
Beijing, China
Email: djwang@pku.edu.cn
Dajun is a wildlife research biologist on the faculty of Peking University,
Beijing, China. His research focusses on the wildlife ecology in western China,
especially related to endangered species and human-disturbed habitats. He began
his wildlife research career on a study of wild giant pandas in 1993. His Ph.D.,
completed in 2003, concerned movements, activities and home ranges of pandas.
Later he expanded his research field of study from individual observations to
habitat fragmentation, and then to biodiversity in the mountains of western
China. He has worked with students at Peking University on multiple species,
including snow leopard, Przewalski’s gazelle, and three other bear species (Asiatic
black bear, brown bear and sun bear). He also continues work on giant pandas,
and with 20 years’ experience, is one of the few experts on this species in the wild.

Sloth Bear Expert Team Co-chair
Nishith Dharaiya
Department of Life Sciences
HNG University
Patan, Gujarat, India
Email: nadharaiya@gmail.com
https://sites.google.com/site/nadharaiya/
Nishith is an assistant professor of Environmental Science in Gujarat, India. For the past
18 years he has been working mainly on large mammal ecology and biodiversity monitoring
in Gujarat. His doctoral research focused on the ecology and behavior of Asiatic lions. Since
2006 he has been doing research on sloth bears, investigating distribution, population monitoring, and human-bear conflicts in Gujarat. Nishith authored the Bear Conservation Action
Plan for the state of Gujarat and revised the map of sloth bear distribution for this state. In
addition to sloth bear research, he has conducted studies focused on wetland monitoring and
monitoring of small mammal populations in Gujarat. Nishith is working toward collaborative
capacity building programmes for wildlife conservation at his university. He is also developing manuals for rapid assessment of habitat and biodiversity to aid the state forest department’s routine monitoring. Nishith’s
mission is to enhance and disseminate knowledge among young researchers and students for conservation of wildlife and
habitats.

Andean Bear Expert Team Co-chair
Shaenandhoa García-Rangel
Department of Environmental Studies
Simón Bolívar University
Baruta - Caracas, Venezuela
Email: bioshaena@gmail.com
Shaenandhoa is a lecturer on landscape ecology and conservation biology at Simón
Bolívar University, Venezuela. For her PhD, she carried out a research project focused on
the impacts of habitat loss and fragmentation on Andean bears with the Wildlife Research
Group, University of Cambridge, UK. She was also involved in a country-wide effort
to update the species’ Action Plan for Venezuela. Shaenandhoa currently coordinates a
regional project looking at the possible effects of climate change on habitat suitability for
Andean bears, as well as an initiative to evaluate spatial patterns of human-bear conflicts
and poaching activities across the Andes.
International Bear News
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Bear Specialist Group
Captive Bears Expert Team Co-chair
Matt Hunt
Free the Bears
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Email: asianbears@gmail.com
Originally from the UK, Matt has been living in Southeast Asia since 2001. He has
been working with captive carnivores for over 20 years, initially in zoos and wildlife
parks but for the past decade his work has focused on the creation and development
of sanctuaries for bears rescued from the illegal wildlife trade. As Chief Executive
for Free the Bears, he is responsible for overseeing projects and partnerships in six
countries throughout Asia, developing world-class bear sanctuaries, training local
teams to provide optimal care and promoting environmental awareness in some
of the world’s least developed countries. Matt believes that long-term conservation
of wild bears in Southeast Asia will only be achieved through a combination of
strengthened law enforcement and improved awareness of bears. To this end his
work is increasingly focused on developing capacity for local researchers to fill gaps in our understanding of wild bears, support and training for government-led law enforcement teams, and fostering public support for bear conservation initiatives
through innovative education programmes.

Human-Bear Conflicts Expert Team Co-chair
Lana M. Ciarniello
Aklak Wildlife Consulting
Campbell River
British Columbia, Canada
Email: aklak@telus.net
Lana has conducted research on black and grizzly bears in a number of provinces/
territories throughout Canada since 1993. Her doctoral research examined the effects
of timber harvesting on the demography and habitat selection of grizzly bears. Her
Master’s degree documented a direct link between ‘problem’ bear behaviour, management practices, and habitat quality for a park in northern British Columbia. Her
research interests focus on the interaction of humans and bears, particularly as they
relate to resource extraction industries and urban expansion. Her report, Reducing
human-bear conflicts: solutions through better management of non-natural foods
(Ciarniello 1997) pioneered the BC Bear Smart program. Lana believes in science-based
management of bears. She uses temporal and spatial modeling to seek to explain urban encroachment into bear habitat,
natural food shortages, and human-bear conflicts in relation to grizzly and black bear biological requirements and use of
urban landscapes by wild bears. Lana is the sole proprietor of Aklak Wildlife Consulting based in Campbell River, BC.

10
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Bear Specialist Group
Bear Specialist Group Coordinating Committee (2013)
BSG Co-chairs

Giant Panda Expert Team Co-chairs

Rob Steinmetz
robtyn@hotmail.com

Dajun Wang
djwang@pku.edu.cn

Red List Authority Focal Point

Andean Bear Expert Team Co-chairs

European Brown Bear Expert Team Co-chairs

Ximena Velez-Liendo
x.velezliendo@gmail.com

Dave Garshelis
dave.garshelis@state.mn.us

Bruce McLellan
bruce.mclellan@gov.bc.ca
Djuro Huber
huber@vef.hr

Jon Swenson
jon.swenson@umb.no

North Asian Brown Bear Expert Team Cochairs
Larry Van Daele
larry.vandaele@alaska.gov
Tsutomu Mano
mano@hro.or.jp

South Asian Brown Bear Expert Team Cochairs
Achyut Aryal
savefauna@gmail.com
Ali Nawaz
nawazma@gmail.com

Asiatic Black Bear Expert Team Co-chairs
Dave Garshelis
dave.garshelis@state.mn.us
S. Sathyakumar
ssk@wii.gov.in

Shenandhoa Garcia-Rangel
bioshaena@gmail.com

Trade in Bear Parts Expert Team Chair
Chris Shepherd
chris.shepherd@traffic.org

Captive Bears Expert Team Co-chairs
Matt Hunt
asianbears@gmail.com
Lydia Kolter
kolter@koelnerzoo.de

Human-Bear Conflicts Expert Team Cochairs
John Beecham
john.beecham@gmail.com
Lana Ciarniello
aklak@telus.net

Mexican Black Bear Coordinator
Diana Crider
diana.crider@gmail.com

Technical and Scientific Advisors
Bruce McLellan
bruce.mclellan@gov.bc.ca

Sun Bear Expert Team Co-chairs
Gabriella Fredriksson
gabriella.fredriksson@gmail.com
Lorraine Scotson
scotsonuk@gmail.com

Sloth Bear Expert Team Co-chairs
Harendra Bargali
bearconservation@gmail.com
Nishith Dharaiya
nadharaiya@gmail.com
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Michael Proctor
mproctor@netidea.com
John Seidensticker
seidenstickerj@si.edu

IBA Representative
Frank van Manen
fvanmanen@usgs.gov

Polar Bear Specialist Group Chair
Dag Vongraven
dag.vongraven@npolar.no
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Bear Specialist Group
Expert Teams of Bear Specialist Group Report on Projects
The 11 Expert Teams of the BSG have been working on individual team projects of their choosing. These vary greatly in
scope. Some teams had made sufficient progress on their project to make a formal presentation, comprising a full session at
the Delhi IBA conference in November, 2012. Following are the summaries of these presentations.

Facilitating Research and Assessment of Conservation Education at Captive Facilities
Captive Bears Expert Team (CBET)
Presenter: Lydia Kolter
Email: kolter@koelnerzoo.de
The CBET reported on two projects related to (1) assessment of conservation education at zoos, and (2) facilitation of
research by captive institutions. A pilot project at Rhenen Zoo, Netherlands, investigated the short-term knowledge gain of
guided and non-guided education. When finished an extended and modified follow-up study including bear keeping facilities
in range and non-range countries is planned. The second project involved facilitation of research collaboration between in
situ and ex situ bear communities in order to overcome limitations often linked to studies in captivity, such as small sample
size or differing conditions between locations. A blueprint of a flow chart has been developed containing general information
on steps and procedures (in short when to contact whom) to find institutions keeping bears in facilities suitable to address
a given research question. It is easily modified for use in different regions as exemplified for the European Association of
Zoos and Aquaria (EAZA). Flow charts for all regions represented in the CBET will be posted to the BSG website together
with tabulated information on research questions, materials and methods, which are needed by captive facilities to decide on
participation in a research project.

Development of Principles for Dealing with Human-Bear Conflicts
Human–Bear Conflicts Expert Team (HBCET)
Presenter: John Beecham
Email: john.beecham@gmail.com

© M. de Gabriel Hernando

© J. Beecham

The HBCET worked on three projects in 2012: finishing up the
Principles of Human-Bear Conflict (HBC) document; developing a web
page that will be incorporated into the IUCN BSG web site; and drafting
mission and vision statements and a set of goals for the HBCET.
The HBC Principles Document (PD) lays out a definition of HBC and
provides a broad overview of types of conflicts. It also includes an addendum describing common approaches used to mitigate various kinds
of conflicts. This project is essentially complete and is awaiting adopModern effective method of deterring bears from an
tion as an official document of the BSG. More detailed descriptions of
apiary using electrified fence.
mitigations will be incorporated into a manual on methods for reducing
HBC that the
team will start to address in 2013.
The second project was a draft web page. The Home Page will
provide a background description of HBC, links to news items, a
list of upcoming HBC-related meetings, and a link to training and
job opportunities. The About Us tab will describe the HBCET and
include individual biographies and portraits of team members.
The Principles of HBC Reduction tab will provide a link to the
PD and another document describing approaches to resolving
HBC. The References tab will provide access to pdfs of articles on
human-wildlife conflicts. We will also include references to books
and videos and a link to the HBC handbook, when it becomes
available.
Lastly, we have drafted mission and vision statements and laid
Historic method of deterring bears from an apiary using out 7 specific goals for the HBCET. These statements are still in
a stone wall (cortine) in Spain (a method dating from at draft form and will be finalized in the coming months.
least the XVI Century).
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Spatial Analysis of Conflict and Poaching Patterns across Andean Bear Distribution
Andean Bear Expert Team (ABET)
Presenter: Shaenandhoa García-Rangel
Email: bioshaena@gmail.com
As with many other carnivores, Andean-bear populations are threatened by poaching mainly prompted by human-bear
conflicts, trophy collection, and the trade of bear parts. According to Rodríguez et al. (2003), about 200 bears are poached
every year in the Northern Andes, while Figueroa and Stucchi (2005) estimated that 83% of human-bear conflicts related
to cattle predation in Peru resulted in bear losses. Poaching data, however, are limited and dispersed despite some efforts
toward systematization. This situation limits our capacity to understand and mitigate one of the main threats for the longterm survival of the species. Thus since January 2012 and based on Sánchez-Mercado et al (2008), the Andean Bear Expert
Team (ABET) has been carrying out an unprecedented effort to (1) compile the information available on this threat following
a systematic review, (2) evaluate the spatial pattern of poaching and conflict events using species distribution models and (3)
generate guidelines for the conservation of Andean bears across the Andes. This presentation covered preliminary results
of the literature search, which included a total of 835 records of bear presence, 192 poaching or capturing events, and 64 incidents related to human-bear conflict. We also showed the structure of a comprehensive datasheet developed for this project,
aimed at promoting systematic data collection on these issues across the Andean bear range. During 2013, we will invite
researchers, students and practitioners to join our efforts, sharing their data and expertise with this project. We will also
carry out the modeling stage and hopefully generate useful guidelines for poaching mitigation across the species distribution.
The conference presentation can be viewed at: http://prezi.com/ltbvv6wtac7m/abet-project/?auth_key=8683ff0e475775e93d9
5d942492b5a34aca68a17&kw=view-ltbvv6wtac7m&rc=ref-11859607

The European Brown Bear Genetic Database (EuBroBeGeDa)

Genetic monitoring has become an integral part of national research and management actions for brown bears across the European continent. However, with
a range spanning over more than a dozen countries, international efforts are urgently required for the effective management and protection of the species. With
the establishment of the European Brown Bear Genetic Database (EuBroBeGeDa)
the EBBET aims to strengthen partnerships among researchers involved in the
genetic study of brown bears in Europe. Through this effort we are also seeking
opportunities to raise awareness on critical conservation issues for Ursus arctos,
and at building support for innovative and targeted research that will lead to the
more effective conservation of brown bears and their ecosystems in Europe. The
research aims to gain insights in genetic diversity, gene flow, population structure
and landscape genetics, while the main management aims include defining evolutionary significant units, monitoring of census population sizes, carrying out
population viability analyses, and assessing the effects of habitat fragmentation
and anthropogenic activities on gene flow.
In order to create a framework for harmonious and successful cooperation
between project partners, a Memorandum of Understanding has been drafted
and signed by participants from Austria, Croatia, Estonia, Greece, Slovakia and
Logo of the EuBroBeGeDe.
Slovenia, while the participation from Bulgaria, Finland, Italy, Poland and Sweden
is expected soon. In addition, the cross-calibration of different labs across the continent and the creation of a database that
will accommodate all this information are well under way. For more information, contact the provisional secretary of the
initiative, Alexandros Karamanlidis.
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European Brown Bear Expert Team (EBBET)
Presenter: A.A. Karamanlidis
Email: akaramanlidis@gmail.com
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Sign Surveys for Monitoring Asiatic Black Bears and
Sun Bears Across Their Ranges: Steps Towards Developing a Sign Survey Manual
Asiatic Black Bear and Sun Bear Expert Teams (ABBET, SBET)
Presenter: Gabriella Fredriksson
Email: gabriella.fredriksson@gmail.com

©D. Garshelis

©D. Garshelis

Sign surveys are a commonly used tool for monitoring Asian bears.
A survey of members of the ABBET in 2010 revealed that sign surveys
are the most common method for gaining information on status and
threats of Asiatic black bears. The ABBET and SBET conducted a
combined survey of members in 2012 as the first step in developing a
Much variation exists in bear sign survey techniques.
manual that could help guide the design and interpretation of future
sign surveys. We received 17 responses from team members who used For Asiatic black bears and sun bears in Southeast Asia,
where claw marks on trees are the most common type
sign surveys to monitor bears in 16 Asian countries.
of sign, it is imperative to closely examine each tree
We plan to use results of this survey, and further discussion with
within the transect.
these respondents and others, to develop a manual for improving
sign survey methodology and interpretation in the framework of a
conservation monitoring tool. The development of sign survey approaches would enable conservationists to monitor changes
in sign abundance over time at a site, under the assumption that sign abundance is representative of the abundance of bears.
This may be the only monitoring tool that can be applied on a large geographic and temporal scale. Two sign survey training
workshops have thus far been carried out in Asia (Cambodia 2007, Bangladesh
2008), with a third workshop is planned in Vietnam.
Sign surveys are appealing because bears typically create copious amounts of
sign that is relatively easy to recognize: training people in bear sign recognition is
relatively easy and data can be obtained relatively quickly. Sign surveys incur no
disturbance to bears in the field, and sign can provide valuable additional information on ecology of bears (such as habitat use, foraging habits, important foods)
as well as population threats (such as habitat disturbances and poaching).
Survey design (sampling scheme) is an important consideration. Survey design
depends on the spatial scale (country, province, protected area), eco-geographical
features like forest type, altitude, and topography. Sampling also may vary with
forest status (logging, fire, multiple-use, protection level), and season (fruiting
patterns, rainfall, snow). Survey responses varied with respect to: how transect
starting points are chosen, how many transects are conducted in an area, areal
distribution of transects, length and width of transects, and how transects are
measured. The purpose of the manual is not to standardize these issues, but
rather to discuss considerations for making these choices.
Other important considerations that are less well-recognized include: (1) how
to define a sign event (especially when sign is clustered), (2) how to distinguish
A critical aspect of sign surveys is being bears from other species, (3) how to count ambiguous sign (sign that may or may
able to reliably differentiate bear sign from not be a bear), (4) how to add together different types of sign having different
that of other species. One purpose for dedecay rates, (5) how to deal with inter-observer variation, and (6) what data to
veloping a sign survey manual is to pool
knowledge from experienced people to record.
All of these issues were discussed in greater depth during an evening workshop
establish criteria for distinguishing variabout sign surveys at an evening workshop, which was attended by over 100
ous types of bear sign.
participants and included a good deal of audience participation. Although many
of us employ high-tech methods to study and monitor bears, there is clearly great
interest in developing and employing low-tech approaches like sign surveys as well. Interest in sign surveys is especially high
in Asia and South America.
Although the original concept of the manual was to focus only on Asiatic black bears and sun bears, there now appears
to be interest in widening the scope to include other bear species as well. If you are interested in contributing, and have not
already been included in the ABBET and SBET surveys, please contact the ABBET or SBET co-chairs.
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Update of Sloth Bear Range Map in India
Sloth Bear Expert Team (SLBET)
Presenter: Harendra Singh Bargali
Email: bearconservation@gmail.com
The sloth bear is endemic to the Indian sub-continent and
exists in India, Nepal and Sri Lanka, and historically in Bangladesh and Bhutan. Recent information from these latter two
countries indicate that sloth bears are rare or absent there. No
recent data regarding distributional changes are available from
Nepal or Sri Lanka. A major effort, though, focused on updating
the distribution map for India. Teams of researchers were sent
to all the states across the country to collect information on
sloth bear distribution and other associated parameters up to
the divisional level administrative unit. Collection of information was followed by state level consultative meetings and a
national workshop to finalize the updated distribution of sloth
bears. The sloth bear is the most widely distributed bear species
in India, but has a patchy distribution in 20 states. The potential
sloth bear distribution range in India, which was earlier estimated to be ca. 200,000 km2, was found to be about 4,00,000
km2. However, loss and degradation of habitat, trade in bear
body parts, and human-bear conflict were identified as major
challenges for sloth bear conservation in India. To ensure long
term conservation of sloth bears there is a need to address these
growing challenges, monitor species in other range countries,
Updated sloth bear distribution in India based on 2012 survey
and influence policy makers to consider sloth bear conservation
and released at the New Delhi IBA meeting as aprt of the Naas a high priority. Attention to other more charismatic species
tional Bear Conservation and Welfare Action Plan for India.
that occur in the same areas as sloth bears, such as tiger, rhino
and elephant, may be helpful for general conservation (e.g.,
protecting land), but may not focus on the specific threats against sloth bears. The new distribution map and status reports
for each state were released at the Delhi conference as the “National Bear Conservation and Welfare Action Plan 2012”.

Mapping the Distribution of Asiatic Black Bears and Sun Bears
Asiatic Black Bear and Sun Bear Expert Teams (ABBET, SBET)
Presenter: Dave Garshelis
Email: dave.garshelis@state.mn.us
Following the IBA conference in Japan in 2006, Bear Specialist Group members convened a workshop to map the distribution of Asian bears. For several years afterwards, these maps were updated and refined, using new information. More recent
surveys in a number of countries have made it apparent that significant revision to these maps was needed. So, in 2011, the
Asiatic Black Bear and Sun Bear Expert teams initiated a joint project to update the range maps for these 2 species. The
process turned out to be more challenging than anticipated, due to difficulties in obtaining all the relevant data, and varying
approaches to creating the maps. We used 4 categories of range, as previously defined in 2006: definite, probable, uncertain,
and extirpated; however, applying these definitions to convert point data to polygons is not a straight-forward process.
Ultimately, 13 country range maps were submitted, but all but 3 had issues to be sorted out, stretching out the project longer
than had been anticipated. Results so far are already very interesting, with some large areas of formerly-classified ‘uncertain’
range found to contain no sun bears (in China and Bangladesh); conversely, Asiatic black bears were recorded in some areas
where they were thought to have been extirpated, and even in some areas beyond their known historical range ( in China).
Overlap between black bears and sun bears was found to be extensive, even at the local scale, for much of Southeast Asia.
The GIS lab for the Wildlife Conservation Society is generously assisting with this project, which is expected to be completed in 2013.
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New Co-Chair of Sloth Bear Expert Team Models BSG T-shirts
with Students
Dave Garshelis
Email: dave.garshelis@state.mn.us
Rob Steinmetz
Email: robtyn@hotmail.com
BSG Co-chairs
BSG T-shirts were a hot item at the IBA conference in Delhi. The shirts were neither a fundraiser nor specifically an
indication of BSG membership. We sold shirts to anyone who wanted one, as a simple means of marketing the BSG and the
bear conservation that it represents. This was our first venture into T-shirts or marketing of any kind.
The shirts sold very quickly, and the supply was depleted well before the demand. One person purchased nearly 20 shirts,
and for that deserves special recognition.
Nishith Dharaiya, Assistant Professor of Environmental Science at HNG University, Gujarat, India, purchased T-shirts for
his students – many students. He wanted them, and others who saw them wearing the shirt, to be aware of the work of the
BSG. Coincidentally, Nishith learned (after having already made this large purchase), that he was selected as a new co-chair
of the Sloth Bear Expert Team.
Nishith’s sloth bear research team has been studying distribution and population status through occupancy and sign
surveys, feeding ecology, and human–sloth bear conflicts. They are also identifying potential corridors for sloth bear movements among the fragmented forests of Gujarat, at the western edge of the geographic range of this species. The study is
funded by a booster grant from the Rufford Small Grants Foundation as well as by the IBA. Anyone wishing to join this sloth
bear research team as an intern should contact Dr. Dharaiya (nadharaiya@gmail.com).

Gujarat sloth bear research team, left to right: Haresh Patel, Dr. Nishith Dharaiya, Darshan Sukjadiya, Prakesh
Mehta, Yogesh Pandey and Pratik Patel.
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Vietnam Bear Rescue Centre Prevails against Eviction Challenge
Annemarie Weegenaar
Bear and Vet Team Director, Vietnam
Animals Asia Foundation
Unit 301, 12 Trang Thi Street, Hoan Kiem,
Hanoi, Vietnam
Email: aweegenaar@animalsasia.org

Jill Robinson
Member, Asiatic Black Bear Expert Team
Founder and CEO
Animals Asia Foundation
Email: jrobinson@animalsasia.org

©Animals Asia

Tuan Bendixsen
Member, Asiatic Black Bear and Sun Bear Expert Teams
Vietnam Director
Animals Asia Foundation
Email: tbendixsen@animalsasia.org

©Animals Asia

In October, 2012, Animals Asia’s Vietnam Bear Rescue
Centre was informed that the Ministry of Defence had issued
Part of Animal Asia’s ‘Stop the Eviction ‘ campaign — a daily
profile of one of the 104 bears on site at the time of the evican order to evict the sanctuary and its 104 rescued bears. This
tion notice.
order followed an aggressive campaign against the facility by
the director of Tam Dao National Park. The park director had
been pressuring Animals Asia to relinquish 6 ha of land for developers to build an “eco-tourism park” and hotel; notably, the
park director’s daughter had a share in the development company. Animals Asia contested the eviction, which went against
their original agreement with the Prime Minister’s office.
Animals Asia is a charity devoted to ending bear bile farming and improving the welfare of animals in China and Vietnam. There are over 10,000 bears – mainly Asiatic black bears (‘moon bears’) but also some brown bears – kept on bile farms
in China, and around 2,400 black bears and some sun bears on farms in Vietnam. Animals Asia also fully supported the
recent IUCN resolution to curtail
bear bile farming on conservation
grounds, which includes the closure
of all farms in Vietnam.
In 2005 an agreement had been
made with the Vietnamese government to develop a facility on 12
ha of the national park that would
permanently rehabilitate and house
200 bears rescued from bear bile
farms. The eviction would be in
direct violation of this agreement.
The eviction order was devastating news to the staff, many of whom
have been working at the centre
since the initial start-up in 2007.
Relocation would mean that most of
the 77 local Vietnamese staff would
lose their jobs with little prospect of
finding alternative work in the area.
Working at the centre has transLotus was one of 19 bears rescued from a cramped, sub-divided 40 ft cargo container on an formed and enriched many local
illegal Vietnamese bile farm in January 2010.
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people’s lives, not only financially, but through bonds with the bears. There was great concern among staff about the trauma
of moving the bears.
On bile farms the bears are kept in small, barren cages with no stimulation. This in itself has led to most bears eventually
engaging in chronic stereotypic behaviour and bar-biting. Health problems abound as, aside from the direct effects of bile
extraction, many of the bears have broken teeth, eye problems or poor mobility from their years of confinement.
After arriving at the sanctuary and undergoing medical treatment and a period of quarantine, bears begin to acclimate
to their new surroundings. They have an opportunity to exercise and interact with other bears. Although solitary by nature,
Asiatic black bears seem to thrive in social groups at the centre, forming what seem to be close friendships. All this would be
set back by having to cage the bears up again, and hold them until a new centre could be built somewhere else.
A stop eviction campaign was organized by domestic and international supporters. Eleven ambassadors co-signed a
letter to the government of Vietnam supporting the bear centre, the World Bank and Asian Development Bank raised their
concerns in a joint letter to government, ten local and international conservation NGOs and the Vietnam Union of Science
& Technology Associations representing 114 organisations, separately, wrote to the government. A strong letter of support
came from the Bear Specialist Group. Also, internationally,144 NGOs signed on a letter to the government of Vietnam; 67
members of UK, EU, Sweden, and Australia signed a letter calling to stop the eviction; 7 US congress members co-signed
a letter calling for the overturn of the eviction order; and the US Under Secretary of State also wrote to the government of
Vietnam. The Vietnamese Prime Minister received petitions totalling over 60,000 names and thousands more letters from
individuals around the world.
The good news finally came in January, when we learned that the rescue centre had been saved from the threat of eviction.
A communiqué issued by the Vietnamese government confirmed that Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung concluded that
the rescue centre’s operation should be maintained, and that construction of the project’s second phase should continue as
originally agreed.

Irma: The “Swimmer” Brown Bear of Kastoria Lake, Greece
Armin Riegler
Susanne Riegler
NGO “Callisto” - Wildlife and Nature Conservation Society
Email: werieglers@yahoo.de

Yannis Tsaknakis
Athanasios Tragos
Yorgos Iliopoulos
Yorgos Lazarou
info@callisto.gr
NGO “Callisto” - Wildlife and Nature Conservation Society
Yorgos Mertzanis
Member: European Brown Bear Expert Team
NGO “Callisto” - Wildlife and Nature Conservation Society
Email: mertzanis@callisto.gr
Early in the morning of June 6, 2012, a hiker on the hilly peninsula of Kastoria
Lake (NW Greece) was stunned at the appearance of a brown bear wandering
near the path.
Brown bears are known to inhabit the mountains surrounding the city of
Kastoria (15,000 people) but never reach this specific area above the lake. News
from the hiker spread quickly through the city via the local media. To arrest the
rising panic among the public, the Callisto Bear Emergency Team (CBET; operating in the framework of the LIFE09NAT/GR/000333 project) rushed to the scene
to verify the presence of the bear.
18

Bear range in region surrounding Lake
Kastoria. Note that bears generally do not
live in the area close to the lake shores.
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Lake Kastoria is located in the region of West
Macedonia, ca. 140 km west of Thessaloniki. The
lake has a surface area of 28 km2 with a peninsula
jutting in from the western shore. The western and
southern aspects of the peninsula are heavily populated, whereas other suburban areas have orchards,
gardens and small livestock farming that would
potentially draw in a hungry bear.
It appears that the bear had swum over 1 km
across the lake to reach the hilly peninsula. What
drove the bear to explore this “extreme” spot was
unclear. However, once there, the anthropogenic
food resources on the southern lake shore were an
attractive reason for the bear to remain in the area,
raising the probability of human–bear conflicts.
In cooperation with the regional authorities, the
forestry services and the police, the CBET captured
the bear on the peninsula the day after it was
Map of Lake Kastori peninsula and the surrounding areas in which the ra- sighted. The 6-year old female, named Irma, weighed
dio-collared bear “Irma” spent the summer and autumn of 2012. (A): Kato120 kg , was not lactating, and was in good physical
ria Peninsula (Irma’s first appearance), (B):Relocation site on Mt. Vitsi, (C):
condition. She was caught with an Aldrich foot snare
Irma’s main area of activity over the summer.
trap, and was immobilized with Zoletil and Dexdomitor. She was fitted with a GSM radio collar and microchipped. She was then relocated to Mount Vitsi (2,100 m above
sea level), 14 km from the capture site.
Readily available food drew Irma back into the area of the southern lake shore. Within a week she had crossed Mount
Vitsi and settled on the south-eastern shore of the lake for the remainder of the summer.
A challenging period followed for the CBET in addressing the concerns of the community about the presence of the bear.
The community expressed mixed feelings, with some wanting the bear killed, others welcoming her, and journalists stirring the dispute. Newspapers warned of the
presence of a dangerous and human-habituated bear, and went so far as to suggest that
the animal had been introduced to the area
by reckless ecologists! The CBET delivered
presentations and engaged in meetings with
community members and authorities to try
to ease people’s concerns, and to design a
management plan that was fair to the bear
and to the community.
Irma crossed the lake four more times in
the course of the summer. One June 26th,
she swam from the western lake shore to
the peninsula and then back the same night,
totalling 4 km of swimming. At her third
nocturnal crossing in early August, the
CBET team was waiting for her, to try to
haze her back. She was sprayed with rubber
Brown bear “Irma” being radio-tagged and ready for translocation from the Lake
Kastoria peninsula.
bullets, which prompted her to swim back to
the shore and never return to the peninsula
again.
From then until the end of October, she remained mainly on the south-eastern shore of the lake (see map), mainly feeding
on crops and causing occasional low scale damage to small livestock (killing a total of 4 lambs from 4 different properties).
She never showed aggressive behaviour towards humans and was rarely seen although frequently moving across the residential area! A more thorough survey of Irma’s area with 11 IR camera traps placed over a systematic sampling grid during the
same period helped the CBET identify 4 other bears besides Irma, demonstrating the attractiveness of the area in terms of
anthropogenic food resources.
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Calls to the CBET about Irma ceased until
December, when her collar data indicated that she
had started digging her winter den in the middle
of an agricultural and residential area. Three
hazing attempts were made in as many days, the
third involving not only the CBET team but also
police and forestry services staff and four vehicles.
Repetitive sprays of rubber bullets at close range
and a front of vehicles managed to push Irma into
the surrounding mountains. Collar data indicated
that she finally settled there on January 7, 2013, in
a rocky ravine with dense oak vegetation.
Human–bear coexistence has become a contentious and increasingly challenging issue in Greece.
Humane and effective management of conflicts
requires the development of a strategic plan and
empirically-tested action guidelines. The experience gained from managing Irma proved invaluTranslocation of brown bear “Irma” from the lake Kastoria peninsula.
able to the authorities and CBET alike. A written
manual was developed by the CBET for use as a
guideline on how to manage bear visits to human-inhabited areas. The manual was submitted to the Ministry of Environment, which will officially adopt and implement it at the national (bear range) scale.
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Bear Conservation Ambassador Mi Ton Teiow Travels to South
America

Mi Ton Teiow (meaning “The Travelling Bear” in Lao) arrived as a donation at the student auction at the IBA conference
in Ottawa, July 2011. He was purchased by Emre Can, who in a frenzied bidding war, outbid Dave Garshelis in the final
moments of the auction. As a gesture of goodwill, Emre immediately turned over the toy bear to Dave. Dave couldn’t accept
Emre’s generous gift, so together with the original donor, Lorraine Scotson, who purchased Mi in a village in Lao, suggested
using him as a special “ambassador for bear conservation”. As such, Mi will truly become a “travelling bear”, switching to a
different travel companion at each forthcoming IBA conference.
During the past year, Mi has experienced bear den research in Minnesota, USA (he even got to cozy up to some hibernating bears), experimented in recreational waterskiing, and attended the World Conservation Congress in Jeju, Korea. Mi was
present for the passage of an unprecedented IUCN resolution related to bear conservation (i.e., curtailing bear farming: see
IBN, Nov 2012, p. 12–16). In fact, Mi’s image was unknowingly broadcast on the large screen in front of the 5000+ IUCN
delegates during debate on the motions. While he was in Jeju, Mi also enjoyed a long hike to the top of a 1,950-m volcano,
the highest mountain in South Korea.
The process for selecting Mi’s future travels is still being refined. It is imperative, though, that he fulfill his role and travel
widely, to gain worldly experience and aid in bear conservation endeavors. We hope that what started as a bit of a joke, will
develop into something inspiring. For example, Mi is already recognized within the IUCN/SSC.
In a small ceremony in Delhi, Mi was introduced to his next travel companion, Shaenandhoa García-Rangel, co-chair of
the Andean Bear Expert Team. Shena is sure to take him on novel adventures, and to work with Mi to promote conservation
of Andean bears.
Mi will be transferred to another worthy travel companion at the IBA conference in Utah in September, 2013. Who can
take on the honor and responsibility of carrying Mi on further adventures into the wide world of bear conservation? If you
feel you are up to this challenge, please send a one paragraph email explaining why to Dave Garshelis (dave.garshelis@state.
mn.us).
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Mi Ton Teiow’s Photo Travel Log

Mi with hibernating American black bears, Minnesota, USA.

Above: Mi waterskiing, Minnesota.

Above: Mi at World Conservation Congress, Jeju, S. Korea.

Mi transferred to new travel companion at IBA conference, New Delhi,
India (left to right: D. Garshelis, L. Scotson, s. Garcia-Rangel).
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21st IBA Conference
21st International Conference on Bear Research and Management
26-30 November 2012, New Delhi, India
A Report

The 21st IBA Conference in India has the unique distinction of being the first international conference on bears in South Asia and only the 2nd in Asia, thereby signalling the
growing recognition and influence of IBA outside of America and Europe. This conference is also the first ever large carnivore conference in India that did not focus on the
tiger, lion, leopard or wolf, and probably the first ever IBA conference that was graced by
the presence of a Union Minister who addressed the bear biologists of the world. The 21st
IBA Conference was hosted by the Ministry of Environment & Forests (MoEF), Wildlife
Institute of India (WII), Wildlife Trust of India (WTI), and the Central Zoo Authority
(CZA), with the support from the International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW) and
World Society for Protection of Animals (WSPA), IBA and the BSG. Held at the India
Habitat Centre (IHC), New Delhi from 26-30 November 2012, the 21st IBA Conference
generated tremendous interests amongst the conservation community, media and general
public and also created the “much-needed awareness” for strengthening bear conservation
in south Asia.
The release of the National Bear Conservation and Welfare Action Plan by the Union Minister for Environment and
Forests is one of the most significant achievements of the 21st IBA Conference. For the preparation of this plan, “bottom
to top approach” was adopted and that included field surveys and consultations with field managers across 28 bear States
of India for a period of over a year. The conference was well attended (373 delegates, 35 nations) including 43 who received
travel grants. To commemorate the occasion of the 21st IBA conference in India, the Department of Posts, released a special
cover. The formal sessions of the 21st IBA conference included nine Technical Sessions that were conducted over four days.
Some of the changes that were brought in the format of IBA conferences include the introduction of speed presentation of 10
minutes each that were extremely successful providing opportunity for many young researchers and students. The timings
for the full oral presentations were modified to 15 minutes
instead of the usual 20. The conference programme had an
exclusive poster session and two concurrent sessions.
The conference was preceded by a Pre-conference
workshop on Bear-Human Conflicts and Conservation
Issues at Sringar, J&K on 22 November 2012 and followed by
post conference tours to Kaziranga NP in Assam and other
customised tours. The formal sessions of the conference was
held at IHC, while the side events such as the Ice Breaker,
Registration, workshops and meetings were held at the India
International Centre (IIC) nearby.
As you read this issue of IBN, the proceedings of the
21st IBA Conference would be available in the form of
presentations and videos in the conference website (www.
indianbears.com).
A brief account of the proceedings of the 21st IBA conference is presented in the following pages

25 November 2012

The IBA Council met for the full day to discuss its agenda at the India Habitat Centre (IHC) as delegates arrived at New
Delhi for the conference. The Registration and the Ice Breaker were held on the lawns of the India International Centre (IIC)
located near IHC.

Day 1, 26 November 2012

The 21st IBA Conference began with Technical Session I - Bear Conservation in India that provided the introduction,
status, conservation actions, and perspectives on bear conservation in India. AJT Johnsingh presented an overview of bear
conservation in India while Sathyakumar presented the National Bear Conservation Action Plan developed through a wider
consultation (see Executive Summary). Ian Robinson and Mike Baker presented an overview of Bear and Kalandar rehabili22
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tation respectively. NVK Ashraf traced the history of bears in Indian culture followed by Bear Dancing Issues by Kartick
Satyanarayan.
The Technical Session II- Bears of the World: Distribution and Status began with the presentation on the global assessment of the status of bears by Dave Garshelis followed by presentations on the Hellenic Bear Register by Alex Karamanlidis,
mapping black bear habitat suitability in China by Fang Liu, conservation of Andean bear by Jonas Kindberg, impacts of
humans on Taiwanese black bears by Shing-Chien Tsai, future of brown bears
in southern Transylvania, Romania by Ine Dorresteijn and some ET survey
reports.
During Technical Session-II, the National Bear Conservation and Welfare
Action Plan was released by Ms Jayanthi Natarajan, Union Minister for
Environment, Forests and Wildlife. The Minister also presented awards to
Institutions, State Departments and Individuals who had contributed substantially in the field of bear conservation.
In the Technical Session-III – Trade in Bear and Bear Parts, papers
presented by Chris Shepperd, Lorraine Scotson, Bhupendra Yadav, Kartick
Satyanarayan, Neville Broadis and Jose Louies the extent and magnitude
of threats to bears in Asia mostly due to the illegal trade in bear parts and
dancing bears were higlighted. This was followed by a public lecture on polar
bears by Nikita Ovsyanikov.

Day 2, 27 November 2012

John Beecham’s plenary talk on best management practices for raising
orphan bear curbs for release back to the wild set the tone for Day 2 following
which the delegates disbursed for the two concurrent sessions. The Technical
Session IV – Bear-Human Interactions generated enormous interest beginning with the lead presentation by Jon Swenson on ‘How 3300 brown bears
cope with 9.4 million Swedes’. Other presentations included: status of HBC in
Lao PDR (L. Scotson), India (A.K.Singh, B.C.Rathore, J.Sethy), Nepal (B.P.Yadav), Sri Lanka (Pragash), bear-vehicle collisions
in Greece (Alexandros Karamanlidis), Bear Smart Community Programme in British Columbia (Crystal McMillan), radioactive contamination of Japanese black bear (K.Yamazaki), Bear harvest vs damage in Eastern Romania (Ian Mihai Pop), bear
behaviour in conflict situation (C. Takahata), and management of HBC in Bucegi National Park (M.D. Damian). Concurrently, the Technical Session-V – Ex situ Conservation and Management of Bears in Captivity had delegates discussing various
interesting aspects/topics that included Ex situ conservation of bears in India (B.S. Bonal), bear rehabilitation and monitoring (S. Dasgupta, S. Pezhetnov, B. Leonardo, J. Beecham, N. Kumar), bear captive management (M. Hunt, B.K.Gupta, N.
Field, S. Goswami) and care for rescued bears and their welfare (H.Bacon, M.Scheneider, KSkirpova, B.Raj, K.Officer). The
formal sessions of the day ended with a public lecture on “Truth and Fiction on Bear farming in Asia” by Jill Robinson. This
was followed by the exclusive poster sessions during which over 80 posters were displayed and the delegates had interactions
with the presenters. Three best posters were adjudged by a panel of five experts and were awarded book prizes and certificates during the concluding session. They were: (1) Diet and its nutritive quality of Scandinavian brown bears in relation to
settlements by Marcus Elftrom et al. (2) Seasonal change in Foraging strategy of Asian black bears revealed by ecological and
physiological factors by Ami Nakajima et al., and (3) Rising concerns of human-sloth bear conflict in Odisha, eastern India:
implications for conservation by Himanshu S. Palei et al.

Day 3, 28 November 2012 - Mid Conference Trip to Bear Facility in Agra and the Taj Mahal

About 100 delegates opted for the mid conference trip to the Agra Bear Rescue Facility in Sur Sarovar Bird Sanctuary,
Uttar Pradesh Forest Department. The delegates were taken around the facility and briefed on the day to day management
and the running of the facility with the support from international partners and donors to provide lifetime care for rescued
bears. A brief presentation on the Sur Sarovar Bird Sanctuary was given by Mr. Sujoy Banerjee. The delegates also visited the
Taj Mahal.

Day 4, 29 November 2012:

Day 4 began with the Plenary talk by Frank T. van Manen on the Changes in the Grizzly Bear Population Trends in the
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem and followed by the Technical Session VI-BSG Presentations. This session began with an introduction by Dave Garshelis followed by ET presentations viz., Trade (Dave), Captive (Kolter), HBCET (J. Beecham), Andean
Bear (S. Garcia-Rangei), Sun Bear (G. Fredriksson), Sloth bear (H.S Bargali) and Asiatic black bear (Dave).
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Technical Session VII – Population Estimation and Monitoring
This session’s lead presentation by Mike Procter was on the population and movement of Mongolian bears. Other
presentations included: use of stable isotopes to detect food conditioned bears (J. Hopkins), reliance on litters –of-the-year
(I. Kojola), estimation of bear survivals and population growth (K.C. Kendall), sustainability of illegal hunting of Taiwanese
black bears (M.Hwang), development of 8,042 SNP chip for polar bears (R.Malenfant), assessment of genetic diversity of Asiatic black bears (M.Thakur), molecular approach to estimate population of Bulgaria’s brown bear (C.Frosch), and population
dynamics of Andean bear (S.M. Proano). Concurrently, the Technical Session VIII – Bear Conservation and Community
Participation had interesting presentations on role of communities in bear conservation. The lead presentation on dancing
bears and rehabilitation of Kalandars was made by Dr. Geeta Seshamani. Other presentations that were made were: assessment of Giant Panda corridors (W.Fang), transboundary movements and survival of brown bears in Russian – Finnish border
(I Kajola), stalling the tradition of bear dancing in India (I.Kumari), conservation of brown bear in the Far east (I.Seryodkin),
and poaching of sloth bear cubs (A. Sha).
The Day ended with a Panel Discussion on Bear Conservation in Asia: The Way Forward that was moderated by Vivek
Menon. Panelists included Huseyin Ambarli (representing West Asia), Nikita Ovsyanikov (Far east
Russia), Gabriella Fredrikkson (SE Asia), Shyamala
Ratnayeke (South Asia), Dajung Wang (China and Far
East), and Rob Steinmetz (SSC/BSG). The panelists
deliberated upon the various issues relating to bear
conservation in different regions of Asia and how to
move forward for ensuring long-term conservation of
bears in Asia.

Day 5, Technical Session IX – Bear Ecology and Behaviour

The last day of the Conference was entirely devoted
to bear ecology and behaviour. The plenary talk for
the day was on the Conservation Strategy for critically
endangered brown bears of Mongolia by Harry Reynolds. The lead presentation was on American black
bear foraging behaviour and demography by Karen
Noyce followed by several presentations on various
aspects of bear ecology and behaviour. They included: feeding ecology and coexistence of Asiatic black bear and sun bears
in south east Asia (R. Steinmetz), life history patterns of brown bears (A.Zedrosser), non-invasive diet analysis of brown
bears in Italian Alps (M.D. Barba), acquisition of food conditioned foraging behaviour in American black bears (J.Hopkins),
behavioural responses of brown bear to experimental encounters with humans (O.Stoen), use of stable isotopes to assess diet
patterns of American black bears (J. Teunissen van Manen), grizzly bear habitat selection (M Edwards), spatio-temporal ecology of brown bears in Turkey (H. Ambarli), foraging habits of isolated black bear in Japan (S. Koike), spatial ecology of bears
in Dachigam (L.K. Sharma), hibernation period of Tibetan brown bear (U.Liu), den site selection by grizzly bears in Alberta
(K. Pigeion), habitat use by black bears in Dachigam (S.A.Charoo), contrasting harvesting strategies in transboundary
management of northern Dinaric bear population (S. Relijic), habitat use by brown bear in Kugti (R.K. Mohanta), sun bear
home range, diet and breeding (C. Cheah), sloth bear diet in Gujarat (T. Mewada) and genetic connectivity of sloth bear meta
population of central Indian highlands (S. Saharma).
This was followed by the IBA Business Meeting and conference closing session. The conference ended with a banquet and
cultural evening at Hotel Ashoka. The next day delegates proceeded on post conference tours, mostly to Kaziranga National
Park in Assam.

SIDE EVENTS organized during the 21st IBA Conference

BSG Meeting: Dave, Rob and Bruce coordinated the BSG Session that was well attended. Informal meetings were held by
ETs as well.
Workshop on Sign Surveys: Dave, Rob, Mei and Lorraine coordinated a workshop on Bear sign surveys that was well attended by bear biologists particularly those working in Asia.
The Student Session: Ximena Valez-Liendo and Nishith Dhariya coordinated the Students Session that was attended by
about 25 researchers, students, scientists and conservationists. The meeting included student presentations by Loraine
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Scotson and Radhika Kothari followed by interaction with Frank van Manen who urged the researchers to develop a vision/goal and specific objectives for bear conservation in their respective “landscapes”, each including targets and activities
with specific timelines, actions and requirements. The IBA membership for students was also discussed at length. Ximena
concluded the session by highlighting the issue of “Collective Participation” and the need for “long term research” on various aspects of bear ecology and conservation. All the participants agreed to stay in touch, share their views and research
findings, and work together to put the welfare of bears on the global agenda. This was followed by the Silent Auction in the
evening that saw active participation and bidding by delegates and led to a collection of over INR 32,000 (US$ 600).
Street play on bears: A street play on bear conservation enacted by local communities from the State of Odisha was held
in the IHC Amphitheatre for the delegates. This street play is widely used in the villages near sloth bear habitats of Odisha to
generate awareness amongst the local communities on sloth bear conservation particularly on live cub trade. The Cultural
evening during the Banquet held on 30 November included a bear dance by local communities from Chamba in Himachal
Pradesh.

A Report on the Pre-Conference Workshop on Bear-Human Conflicts and Conservation Issues,
Srinagar, Jammu & Kashmir, 22 November 2012

The 21st IBA Conference in India began with the Pre-conference workshop on Bear-Human conflicts and Conservation
issues at Srinagar, Jammu & Kashmir (J&K) on 22 November 2012. The workshop was hosted by the Department of Wildlife
Protection (DWLP) and J&K Tourism along with the Ministry of Environment & Forests (MoEF), Wildlife Institute of India
(WII), and Wildlife Trust of India (WTI). J&K is well known for its black bear populations, particularly Dachigam NP and
surrounding areas and also for being one of the States in India that has been facing increasing incidences of Human-Bear
Conflicts (HBC) and retaliatory killings of bears in the recent years. The objective of this workshop was to share experiences
on HBC by wildlife managers and biologists from different parts of the country to develop a tool kit or guidelines for management of HBC. Representatives from the States of Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka
and Sri Lanka (Pragash) presented their experiences and deliberated on various aspects of HBC. Later, the participants
worked in groups to develop a draft tool kit / guidelines and presented them. John Beecham, Co-Chair, Human – Bear
Conflict Expert Team made the lead presentation and moderated the sessions along with A.K. Singh, Chief Wildlife Warden
of J&K, M.K Ranjit Sinh, Vivek Menon, Rahul Kaul (WTI) and Sathyakumar (WII). The participants also made field visits to
Dachigam NP.

The National Bear Conservation and Welfare Action Plan
Executive Summary

Since the publication of the IUCN/SSC Bear Action Plan (1999) that included country reports for the Himalayan brown
bear, Asiatic black bear, and the Sloth bear in India, there has been substantial increase in the information on bears in India,
including the sun bear, particularly on status, distribution, and conflicts. While the growing demand for bear parts in the
international market, retaliatory killings and live cub trade have led to declining wild bear populations, rapid development
have led to habitat loss and degradation. Bear management issues in India range from protecting bears and their habitats
to managing the increased incidences of bear-human interactions and dealing with local communities who depend on bear
habitats for their livelihood. There was a need to develop an action plan that would cater to region/state issues through
participatory processes that would ensure ownership and improve prospects for implementation and ultimately lead to
sustained conservation successes. Following the IUCN guidelines on “Strategic Planning for Species Conservation: An
Overview” (2008), the National Bear Conservation and Welfare Action Plan was developed. Field surveys and consultations
were carried out in 26 bear range States of India during 2011-12 followed by a national level consultation.
Recent field surveys and consultations revealed that there were minor changes in the distribution of Himalayan brown
bear and Asiatic black bear and some enhancement in the knowledge of distribution ranges of Sun and Sloth bears in India.
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The potential brown bear distribution range (~36,000 km2) in 3 northern States would support ~300 bears, and the potential
black bear distribution range (~270,000 km2) covered in 12 states in the Himalaya and northeast hills would support about
5,400 to 6,750 black bears. Sun bears are now patchily distributed in the 6 northeastern states with a potential distribution
range of about 12,000 km2. The sloth bear is the most widely but patchily distributed bear species in India found in 19 states
and the potential distribution (~400,000 km2) would support over 20,000 sloth bears. India has ~ 800 bears in zoos, captive
facilities, and rescue centers–mostly sloth and some black bears.
In India, bears are threatened due to poaching for bear parts, and retaliatory killings to reduce crop/livestock depredation,
and the black and sun bears are also hunted for consumption in some parts of northeast India. Habitat loss, degradation
and fragmentation are largely due to development projects, encroachment, and human dependence on forests for fuel wood,
fodder and other forest products. In the northeast Indian states, jhum (shifting cultivation) and conversion to commercial
plantations has led to serious impacts on black and sun bear habitats. Most of the bear habitats also suffer anthropogenic
pressures and many bear habitats that occur outside the PA network but form corridors or links to existing population units
remain unprotected. With the exception of a few studies, scientific information on bears in India is still wanting. Apart from
a few wildlife managers and frontline staff, most of the field managers and staff require capacity building. Other stakeholders require sensitization and training in order to help protection of black bear, its habitat, and in reducing black bear-human
conflicts. Existing levels of awareness and education are insufficient to strengthen conservation of black bear and other
wildlife species or their habitats. Despite an array of policies and legislation, conservation efforts for bears and their habitat
have faced limitations due to want of site-specific policies or flexibility in adaptation of existing policies.

All the bears of India are listed in Appendix I of CITES (GoI 1992), and in Schedule I of the Indian Wildlife (Protection)
Act as amended in 2003 (GOI 1972, 2003) thereby assured highest protection in India. The consolidation of the PA network
through creation of protected areas (PA) including new categories such as Conservation Reserve and Community Reserve,
rationalization of PA boundaries, stricter regulations for forest and environmental clearances, have contributed significantly
to the protection to bear and its habitats. Management of bears in zoos and rescue centres are now improving with better facilities and technical inputs from national and international agencies, and bear rehabilitation and welfare have been
accorded high priority.
Some of the recommendations proposed by stakeholders to control poaching/hunting of bears included: (i) strengthening
existing network of informers, and various law enforcing agencies, including monitoring of wildlife crimes at Inter-State
check posts and international borders; (ii) creating awareness and using local communities to curb bear hunting/poaching
for consumption or the illegal trade in bear parts in some State of northeast India; (iii) develop a process for awards/incen-
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tives to wildlife staff/ informers who help in wildlife protection or in curbing the illegal trade in bear parts; and (iv) conduct
surveys/studies to assess the illegal trade in bear parts.
To reduce bear-human interactions, the following were recommended: (i) awareness creation on bear behavior and the
philosophy of co-existence in addition to strengthening of indigenous conflict reduction measures to reduce crop and
livestock depredation by bears; (ii) strengthening the conflict management teams with equipment, training, and capacity
building and improvement in the current mechanism of assessment of economic losses of crop /livestock depredation by
bear & other wildlife.
For bear habitat management the recommendations were to: (i) continue protection to bear habitats and prevent habitat
loss due to conversion for agriculture/ horticulture and developmental projects; (ii) restore degraded bear habitats through
existing government programmes using local communities; and (iii) identify critical bear habitats and corridors outside PA
network and manage them as Community or Conservation Reserves with approval and support from local communities.
Under Research and Monitoring, the recommendations were to: (i) confirm presence/absence of bears in gap areas by
camera trapping / genetic studies, and sign surveys along with periodic monitoring; (ii) estimate bear populations using
non-invasive methods; (iii) investigate bear-human interactions, food habits, ecology, and movement and ranging patterns
of bears using GPS/ satellite telemetry; and (iv) enhance technical inputs for implementation of research, management and
conservation plans through specialized institutions/experts in the concerned field.
For capacity building, it was recommended that the wildlife personnel may be trained in wildlife management and in the
management of wildlife-human conflict management along with members from local communities (Joint Forest Management and Ecodevelopment Committee). For the researchers of the State Forest/ Wildlife Department, training on field
methods to conduct biodiversity assessments, ecological studies, and monitoring was recommended.
Under Conservation Education, enhancement of awareness of all stakeholders on bears, wildlife conservation, and the
philosophy of co-existence through appropriate communication materials; sensitization of the judiciary, public representatives, officials of the Line Departments including military, Para-military forces on wildlife crimes and conservation were
recommended.
The recommendations made under policy and legislation were: (i) allocation of funds for rewarding local communities
who surrender their guns, and providing them with alternate sustenance using existing government programmes, particularly for the northeast Indian States; (ii) allocation of funds and grant of powers to disburse compensation amounts at the
Forest/ Wildlife Division Level for cases dealing with human injuries/deaths due to bears/other wildlife; (iii) development of
a policy to strengthen inter-state and trans-boundary cooperation and collaboration for conservation of bears in the region;
and (iv) involve corporate/developmental sectors in biodiversity conservation as part of corporate social responsibility.
Some of the above mentioned recommendations that are currently underway particularly with regard to community participation in bear conservation, rehabilitation of kalandars, rehabilitation of rescued bears back into the wild are discussed
with case studies. The National and State Bear Conservation and Welfare Action Plans would be supported through new
initiatives or dove-tailed with the existing conservation programmes such as Project Tiger, Project Snow Leopard and others.
S.Sathyakumar, R.Kaul, N.V.K. Ashraf, A.Mookerjee and V.Menon (Compilers)
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Bear Conservation Needs an Organized Approach-IBA 2012,
India: A Report of Student Activity Session
Biba Jasmine Kaur
Delhi Pollution Control Committee
Department of Environment
Govt. of NCT of Delhi
Email: bibajasmine@gmail.com

The bears are one of the most diverse groups of large mammals occupying an extremely wide range of habitats including lowland tropical rain forest along the equator, both coniferous and deciduous forests, prairie grasslands, desert steppe,
coastal rainforest, arctic tundra, and alpine talus slopes. Out of eight species of bears, two species occur in Europe, three
in North America, one in South America, and six in Asia. Four out of which viz. the Sloth bear, the Asiatic black bear, the
Himalayan brown bear and the Malayan sun bear exist in India. Like other parts of the globe, though bear occupy a special
place in human culture but habitat degradation, diminished food resources, trade in body parts and increased conflict with
humans are posing serious threat to the conservation of bears.
It is important to strengthen bear conservation through research training and education. There is a need to design
research projects for studying various facets concerning bear conservation. It is important for bear scientist; researchers
across the world to share the quality information and knowledge products which will further complement conservation
efforts at the field level. Keeping this as a central theme, 21st International Conference on Bear Research and Management
was hosted in India during 25-29 November, 2012. During the conference, the national bear conservation welfare action plan
was released by the Hon’ble Minister of Environment and Forest, India, Ms. Jayanthi Natrajan.
The special focus of all IBA conferences is a student activity session to provide platform for young researchers to put
forward their views related to bear conservation from across the globe. In this session, students also get the opportunity to
interact with the bear scientists and share their research work, ongoing projects and a range of problems dealing with bear
research. The session was organized on 29th November, 2012. It was attended by more than 25 bear researchers, students,
scientists and conservationists.
The session started with presentation, by a young bear researcher working in Lao PDR, Ms. Lorraine Scotson. She spoke
on a very interesting topic closely related to the interest of budding bear specialists; “Turn Research into Conservation”. Her
PhD project, is running under the supervision of Dave Garshelis from the University of Minnesota, and is focused on creating the first ever detailed distribution and status map of bear species in Lao PDR. With this information we will know where
bears are, how populations are doing and what localized issues threaten their existence. Subsequently she also initiated a follow-up study, undertaken by a Lao M.Sc Student, to assess the scale and drivers of bear-related crop raiding and this project
continues to evolve, bringing them a step closer to improving conservation of bears in that area.
The other presentation was given by Ms. Radhika Kothari, Director of Snow Leopard Conservancy India Trust, Ladakh.
Her talk was directed to the Ladakh region. Ladakh lies in north most region of India. The area is covered in high peaks,
mountain pastures and deep rocky valleys all above 3000 m to 6000 m. Her organization, Snow Leopard Conservancy India
Trust, a local grassroots NGO has been working on the conservation of snow leopards in the region since 2000 and recently
came across some isolated valleys in the region which have been shared by the Himalayan brown bear and snow leopards.
Surveys conducted by their team have shown huge livestock depredation losses by the brown bear, with bears breaking into
dwellings in some villages.
Radhika’s organization in collaboration with Department of Wildlife Protection, Government of Jammu & Kashmir, India,
is planning to initiate a study on the Himalayan brown bear that will look deeper into the distribution, status and conflict
issues from the region. The area is one of the least studied areas, and the information required for making conservation
management plan for the area, is lacking.
Dr. Frank Van Manen, IBA President, joined the discussion. He spoke in general about the condition/ status of bears
across the globe. He also urged researchers to develop a vision/goal and a specific objective for conservation of bear in their
respective landscapes, each including targets and activities with specific timelines, actions and requirements.
Researchers from Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, made an important comment concerning the ongoing studies and the increasing human-bear conflict. According to them, a number of approaches should be used to create
outreach programs on several audience levels. This should include specific recommendations on minimizing conflicts with
bears for people living near bear habitats, as well as elementary and middle school programs describing the critical role of
the bears in the natural history of the place where they are found.
Another serious problems that was raised during the student discussion session at IBA 2012, was that, nearly all bear
research programs are now stopped because of lack of funds. To which the president responded, that IBA will make sure,
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students who intend to carry out extensive research on bears, across the world, are given enough financial support to carry
out their study, which would in turn help bear managers formulate concrete polices for their conservation.
Bear managers from Species Restoration Centre, National Park Service, South Korea, suggested that a captive breeding
program for the species, with low population, be initiated. But, the point was argued by one of the participants at the session,
as doubtful.
The IBA membership for students was also discussed at length with the President, IBA. Dr. Nishith Dharaiya, Sloth bear
expert, pointed out, “students should be allowed to pool in money in groups for obtaining the membership. As few involved
and accomplished researcher, form the developing countries like India, are unable to opt for the same, due to the slightly
high membership fee ($25). The president seemed convinced and agreed to take up the matter with his fellow committee
members.
Dr. Ximena Valez-Liendo, Co-Chair of Andean Bear Expert Team concluded the session by pointing out a very important
issue of : ”Collective Participation.” She emphasized creating small-sized bear conservation projects in assorted landscapes
inhabiting bears, within small capacities to reach out for higher set goals related to conservation of bears.
Student session can be taken as a successful endeavor, as many researchers agreed to keep in touch, share their views and
thoughts and research findings in near future and to work together to put the welfare of bears on the global agenda. The
exhaustive sessions at the conference somewhere suggest that this will be a major task, given the ingrained prejudices
that exist in many cultures towards bears. In spite of some progress, prejudices rather than knowledge about bears still
dominate the views of many people. Many common prejudices could be overcome if the behavior and ecology of bears
was more widely appreciated. However, scientific knowledge has by and large failed to filter through to the general
public. I particularly feel a campaign to modify current attitudes of people, researches, conservationists and wildlife managers is needed.

Student Forum

If You’re
a Student,
YOU
Need to
Sign Up
NOW!

International Bear News

Truman’s List Serve
• For students only
• Discussions pertaining to bear biology, management, or study design challenges
• Assistance with proposals and study design through IBA professionals
• Job searches, announcements, information regarding the IBA and student membership
• Planning for IBA student activities and meetings
• IBA membership is encouraged, but not required, for initial sign-up

Instructions

• Visit: www.bearbiology.com/iba/stu.html
• Follow the links to request an invitation
• Do NOT reply to list serve messages using your “reply” button. You must return to
Truman to respond within the list serve or else other members will not receive your
response.
• If you’re a new member, please submit a paragraph about your project and include
your contact information so we can all get to know you.
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News From Project “Rehabilitation, Release and Behavioral/
Ecology Research of Asiatic black (Ursus thibetanus) and Brown
Bears (Ursus arctos) in Sikhote-Alin (Russian Far East)
Sergey Kolchin, PhD Project Head,
Laboratory of Ecology of Animals
Institute of Water and Ecological Problems of Far East
Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences Khabarovsk, Russia
E-mail: abbears@gmail.com

The Biostation

“Sikhote-Alin” has been organized by a group of Russian zoologists for rescue and returning of the orphaned bear cubs
to the wild (when they get to people for various reasons). In 2009-2010 with support from Alertis Fund for Bear and Nature
Conservation (Netherlands) and National Geographic Society (USA) we have carried out the first pilot project on rehabilitation of three orphaned Asiatic black bear cubs. In 2012 our Biostation has accepted nine cubs of both species of bears.
The first brown bear cub (male) arrived from the south of Khabarovsk territory in the beginning of March. In march we
accepted two brown bear cubs (females) from the same area. Their mother left the den when it was disturbed by loggers. In
April, two Asiatic black bear cubs (males) arrived from Primorye. The cubs were allegedly caught by collectors of pine nuts
near their den. Their mother was probably killed. In the middle of May we accepted two Asiatic black bear cubs (a male and
a female) whose mother was killed by poachers the day before.

Rehabilitation technique:

In our work we use a technique which has been developed by Doctor Valentine Pazhetnov in his rehabilitation work with
the orphaned brown bear cubs in the Biostation «Clean forest» (the European part of the Central Russia, the Tver region).
The technique is based on research of stages of formation of behaviour of cubs and allows for bear cubs to remain in natural
habitats. Thus interactions of bear cubs with people are reduced to a minimum.
Until the end of April bear cubs stayed in a wooden warm cabin. Later cubs were placed in a big cage in an enclosure in
the forest, equipped with electric fence, 1 km from our cabin. During the whole period bear cubs were in contact only with
one person. This person fed the bear cubs and provided them with safety from predators during walks. On the basis of
congenital (instinctive) behaviour bear cubs were independently trained to find natural forages and to avoid various dangers.
The technique is based on the imprinting by bear cubs on one person which acts as a substitute female bear. Thus bear cubs
instinctively follow the person in the forest. The imprinting is applied only to bear cubs taken from a den. This year there
were three such bear cubs. All four Asiatic black bear cubs had already left the den before they arrived to the Biostation.
They clearly showed fear of humans and refused to follow the caretaker on walks. For these reasons, until middle of June,
Asiatic black bear cubs remained in a closed enclosure. In due course cubs established strong social (intrafamily) connection
with the brown bear cubs and later joined them on walks with the human caretaker.

Results:

In August all Asiatic black bear cubs became completely independent and had successful access to food. Until the middle
of October (prior to hibernation) the cubs lived near the enclosure and periodically came into contact with the brown bear
cubs, without ever showing aggression to each other. With the first snowfall, the Asiatic bear cubs went into hibernation. In
the spring we will continue observing them.
The brown bear cubs were under our guardianship until the middle of November. These cubs remained in an enclosure
for the winter. In the spring of 2013 we plan to release these cubs in a different territory - in the remote optimum habitats for
a brown bear on Sikhote-Alin. All bear cubs are in good physical condition.
Work with bear cubs from a zoo: This year we also have carried out an experiment on the release to the wild of brown
bear cubs born at Khabarovsk zoo in 2012. Two bear cubs (a male and a female) arrived on the Biostation on June 24 2012.
For one week both bear cubs were contained in a cage established in the forest 700 meters from our Cordon. After their
release, only twice the bear cubs were sighted.
News from the bears released to the wild in 2010: In August 2010 we released three Asiatic black bear cub. One was
sighted in 2012.
In 2013 we plan to continue our work with the orphaned bear cubs. We are grateful the support from Reno Sommerhalder
and his friends. We also received support from the International Bear Foundation (Netherlands).
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A Novel Interaction Between a Sun Bear and Pangolin in the Wild
Laurie Hedges and Sheema Abdul Aziz
Rimba, 4 Jalan 1/9D, 43650
Bandar Baru Bangi,
Selangor, Malaysia

In July 2012, we recorded a series of images of a sun bear (Helarctos malayanus) individual handling a Sunda pangolin
(Manis javanica) and eventually walking off with the pangolin in its jaws. These shots were photocaptured at night by an
infrared camera trap in a dipterocarp forest in Perak, Peninsular Malaysia. In the first few photocaptures, the bear appears to
be “wrestling” with the pangolin on the ground, and is then seen walking off with the pangolin in its mouth.
While the diet of sun bears inhabiting the Malay Peninsula and Borneo contains large quantities of invertebrates (most
notably termites and ants), to a much lesser degree, small vertebrates from different taxa are occasionally consumed, including turtles, lizards, small rodents and bird eggs (Wong et al. 2002, Wong pers. comm.). To our knowledge, this is the first
time that a sun bear has been documented handling a pangolin in its mouth, and it raises a few interesting questions.
While this may have been an anomalous event, we postulate that there is the possibility such interactions may occur
with some frequency, due in part to the feeding niche both organisms occupy. Since the diet of pangolins consists solely
of ants and termites, which sun bears also feed on (Francis 2008,), it is possible that bears and pangolins may often come
into contact with one
another while feeding or foraging. It has
even been suggested by
Fredriksson et al. (2006)
that sun bears may have
been hindered from
evolving into a more
insectivorous feeding
niche due to a geographical range overlap
and competition with
the pangolin.
The bear in our photograph may have come
across the pangolin by
chance and become attracted to it by its scent
or noise. Alternatively,
both species may have
been pursuing the same
food source, leading to
their contact with one another. While we speculate that the bear was opportunistically attempting to make a meal out of the
pangolin, it may also have been simply moving the pangolin away from a termite or ant nest that they were trying to feed on
– or perhaps simply eliminating competition.
While both species face similar threats (i.e. habitat loss and poaching) across their range, the pangolin may be experiencing a more severe decline than the sun bear, reflected in its ‘Endangered’ status on the IUCN Red List (Duckworth et al.
2008) (the sun bear is listed as ‘Vulnerable’ [Fredriksson et al. 2008]). Pangolins are hunted for their scales and meat, to be
sold on the international black market. Their capture by traders may require little prior skill and can involve patrolling roads
or trails using torches, the use of traps, nets or snares, tracking using signs of presence or using sniffer dogs (Newton et al.
2008, Chin and Pantel 2009, Pantel and Noorainie 2009). Based on information from the media and enforcement authorities,
around 30,000 pangolins were seized in Southeast Asia during 2000-2007 alone (Pantel and Noorainie 2009) – no doubt an
underestimate of the actual numbers in trade. As such, they are becoming increasingly scarce.
With the sun bear’s main competitor for invertebrates in rapid decline, could this potentially open up a wider feeding
niche for these bears, previously blocked by pangolins from achieving greater access? A more flexible diet might help sun
bears to tolerate certain anthropogenic pressures that now face them, such as the disruption of fruiting events by changes in
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weather patterns. Having another food resource made more readily available may auger well for the persistence of sun bears
in rainforests, but time may be rapidly running out for its scaly counterpart.
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Climate Change – No Thanks: German Kids are Concerned About
Polar Bears
Marion Schneider
PhD Student
Zoo Koeln / Hildegard-von-Bingen-Gymnasium Koeln
Germany
Email mfschneider@gmx.de
Phone ++49 (0)221 8694356

Environmental education can be a successful tool and an essential task to enhance awareness for nature conservation and
thereby contribute to the protection of endangered species. To achieve this objective, people need to be inspired and have to
understand the biology of animals and the threats they face.
Marion Schneider, PhD Student from Cologne, Germany, is conducting a doctoral thesis on thermoregulation in Malayan
sun bears and polar bears and the possible effects of climate change on ursids. While finishing her dissertation, she is currently teaching biology at a German high school. Being a voluntary zoo educator at the Cologne Zoo since several years, she
took advantage of this opportunity to work with young students and initiated a number of environmental education activities. With the aim to stimulate consciousness for the
importance of the protection of the environment, she
established a nature conservation class. The team, consisting of 11 years old students, carried out a campaign
about climate change and its impact on polar bears.
In February 2012 they presented the outcome of the
project in the school auditorium where 300 students
and their teachers participated in the event. The aim
of the working group was to supply information about
the problems polar bears have to cope with and to
convince people of the importance of the protection
of nature and thereby influencing their attitudes and
behavior towards the environment. They arranged an
exhibition providing printed information on movable
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walls and a confiscated polar bear fur placed at the disposal
by the German customs authorities. A poster they created
– “Climate Change? No thanks!” – underlines their commitment to action on climate change. In addition, the students
gave a slide presentation entitled “Save the polar bears – we
must act now” informing about polar bear biology and
climate change. They emphasized that as a consequence of
the changes in sea ice condition caused by global warming,
polar bears cannot build up sufficient fat reserves, leading to
lower reproductive rates and cub survival.
The presentation aimed at increasing awareness that
every one of us is responsible for the environment and its
conservation for the next generations and encouraging
people to reflect on their behavior and attitudes for the
long-term survival of polar bears. They asked for everyone’s
contribution to environmental conservation by acting
immediately and thereby helping to save the polar bears and
several other endangered species. To achieve this objective
they offered simple actions that can easily be accomplished by everyone such as saving energy and thereby reducing the
concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere by using recycled products, using a bike or public transports, not wasting water or energy, or eating less meat to reduce carbon dioxide production. They encouraged the other students to become
conservationists and polar bear ambassadors as well!
The kids were proud to welcome Krista Wright and Robert Buchanan from Polar Bears International (PBI), an organization dedicated to
the conservation of polar bears and their habitat through research and
conservation education and Dr. Lydia Kolter, bear expert from the Cologne Zoo and Co-chair of the IUCN SSC Captive Bears Expert Team.
Robert Buchanan, president of PBI, spoke about the fascination of polar
bears and emphasized that their conservation can only be achieved if
we take action immediately. He asked for everyone’s support, thanked
the kids for their commitment and encouraged their efforts. Finally, Dr.
Lydia Kolter responded to questions the students could ask.
The presentation stimulated great interest. Subsequently, a lot of
teachers talked about the issue in their classes. They discussed our
responsibility for the environment not only in biology classes but also
during geography or ethic lessons. In the course of arts classes a comic
contest concerning the impact of climate change on polar bears took
place.
Prior to the event, the school was already involved in an energy-saving
program through lowering thermostats, turning off lights, and using recycled paper. As a result of the project, the school cafeteria has established
two meat-free days a week. The students are planning to call them “polar
bear day” or “day of the environment” in order to constantly remember
that we have to change our attitudes in the long term.
In the meantime new members joined the working group and the
project is ongoing. A number of activities are taking place to avoid
the destruction of polar bear habitat and to achieve environmental
sustainability. What’s more, the success of the initiative prompted the desire to replicate it. The kids plan to give presentations in other schools and
to offer support materials. To reach more people, they shared their project
with friends around the world, invited other students to make use of their
presentation and to spread their message – help us to save the polar bears!
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M13 and the Fate of Bears in Switzerland: A Short Note
Tanya Rosen Michel
PANTHERA
2 Azizbek Street
Khorog, GBAO
Tajikistan
Email: trosen@panthera.org

In February 2013, M13, a brown bear that came originally from the small yet stable population of bears in Italy, was shot.
M13 was a “problem bear” and as many newspapers have reported over the past weeks, he had lost fear of humans, broke into
gardens and pens and schools. He ventured into areas and places where tolerance for bears and other carnivores has historically been very low. In fact M13 is one of a handful of bears that in recent years crossed from Italy into Switzerland. None of
them survived.
NGOs and local authorities seemingly put a lot of effort into the movements of M13. He was collared, hazed away. But
none of these efforts deterred him from coming back. Whether he was a real “danger” to humans could be questioned but he
had lost fear of them and thus in accordance to the Swiss Bear action plan, the “Bear Concept”, there were probably grounds
for his removal. Some NGOs, including WWF, argued that he was not a danger and that perhaps more efforts should have
been put in to trying to keep the one and only bear alive.
We don’t argue that what happened could be reversed. After all, based on the US experience, it is very difficult and almost
impossible to convert a bear that has lost fear of humans and learned to come into villages, break into dwellings and pens.
The point is a different one. This is not the first bear coming into Switzerland, in fact several years have passed since one
of the siblings of JJ1, also known as Bruno, who died in Germany, had traveled to Switzerland. And yet in none of the stories
that we read do we hear of any measures used to reduce the conflict, to prevent the bear from entering a house, a garden
or breaking into a beehive. Switzerland is no Tajikistan or Pakistan where poverty levels are extremely high, encroachment
between wildlife and human scapes increasing. And yet, many people here find a way to coexist with bears, snow leopards,
wolves and lynxes. And then we, foreign experts, come and tell them that it’s right to conserve all these carnivores, appealing to the fact that they should not rob their children of their right to see and enjoy these species, even when their children
are occasionally eaten by these carnivores. Think of the children killed by lions and leopards in Tanzania and Kenya, or the
common leopards and tigers in India and South East Asia, or the scared Tibetan herders spending the night on the roof of
their fragile homes to escape the bears.
The moral of M13 is that we have double standards. Developed countries can say no to carnivores, even when the question is to just make room for one. But developing countries don’t, because we, Swiss, German, Italian, US and UK biologists/conservationist won’t let them. But given that increasingly we see good lessons developed locally perhaps it’s time for
local conservancy leaders from some of the developing countries to pay a visit to Switzerland and other similarly-intolerant
countries and help them.
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Using Landscape-Scale Habitat Suitability Modeling to Identify
Recovery Areas for the Louisiana Black Bear (Ursus americanus
luteolus) in East Texas
Dan J. Kaminski
Arthur Temple College of Forestry and Agriculture
Stephen F. Austin State University
Nacogdoches, TX
Email: danjkaminski@yahoo.com
Christopher E. Comer
Arthur Temple College of Forestry and Agriculture
Stephen F. Austin State University
Nacogdoches, TX
Email: comerce@sfasu.edu
By the beginning of the twentieth century, the Louisiana black bear (Ursus americanus luteolus) had become rare in east
Texas and by the 1940s, was considered extirpated from the state. Beginning in the late 1970s, reliable black bear sightings
have been recorded in east Texas with increasing frequency. In 1987, the black bear was listed as a threatened species on
the state endangered species list and in 1992, the Louisiana black bear subspecies was similarly listed under the Endangered
Species Act.
Reports indicated that east Texas contained some of the largest blocks of forested habitat suitable for, but currently unoccupied by, black bears in the southeast. Research in the 1990s confirmed that suitable habitats existed in portions of east
Texas. However, despite reliable bear sightings and the existence of suitable habitat in the region, stable breeding populations apparently do not exist.
In 2009, Stephen F. Austin State University in partnership with the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD) and the
East Texas Black Bear Task Force, began a 3-year study researching
the suitability of habitats for the Louisiana black bear in the 19county south black bear recovery zone (43,553 km2) in east Texas.
Previous research in Texas utilized established habitat suitability
index (HSI) models to quantify habitats for specific political or
administrative boundaries. However, in order to assess habitat
throughout the region, we incorporated components from three
established HSI models to develop a landscape-scale HSI model
(Van Manen 1991, Bowman 1999, Mitchell et al. 2002).
Habitat suitability index models have been used since the early
1980s to quantify wildlife habitat based on known life requisite
variables for a given species. Habitat variables (e.g., food availability)
are evaluated on an index scale from 0 (unsuitable habitat) to 1
(optimum suitability). Final HSI scores are typically the weighted
mean of the multiple suitability index (SI) scores calculated according to the hypothesized relationship between variables. Because of
the coarseness of most geographic information systems (GIS) data,
HSI models are well suited for habitat generalists and species with
large spatial requirements such as black bears.
Because of the large spatial requirements and increasing confirmed reports of black bears throughout east Texas, our objective
was to develop a landscape-scale HSI model that we could use to
evaluate the year-round habitat requirements of black bears and direct conservation efforts region-wide. Research suggests that more
simple habitat models consisting of food and cover components
better reflect habitat selection at a population level than complex
Fig. 1. Food, cover and human development indices models models consisting of abiotic components. Our model thus incorpoused to calculate region–wide habitat suitability index scores rated food, cover, and human-impact components.
in the south recovery zone.
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In 2009, the TPWD released a GIS-based (10 m resolution)
habitat classification model consisting of 98 habitat classes
within the south recovery zone. We stratified random survey
points by habitat class and measured hard and soft mast
production, understory vegetation density, and tree den availability at 516 survey points in 38 habitat classes (82% of the
total land cover in the region).
Using empirical habitat data, we estimated SI scores for
summer food availability, fall food availability, diversity, and
productivity, protection cover, and tree den availability for
each surveyed habitat class. We pooled data by generalized
cover-types (i.e., pine or hardwood) and estimated scores for
un-surveyed habitat classes. We assigned suitability scores
to habitat classes and generated GIS-based food and cover
component models in ArcGIS 9.3 (Figure 1).
We developed a human impact component model by
buffering all state and county roads (1.6 km) and low (1.1 km)
and high (3.9 km) density urban development. We based
buffer sizes on existing HSI model calculations and the mean
female home range size for established Louisiana black bear
populations. We combined food, cover, and human impact
Fig. 2. East Texas habitat suitability index model and potential Loumodels and calculated HSI scores per pixel in a continuous
isiana black bear recovery units in the south recovery zone.
dataset (Figure 2).
Habitat suitability index scores ranged from 0.00-0.76 throughout the region. We considered scores ≥0.75 as highly
suitable, 0.50-0.74 as moderately suitable, and <0.50 as marginal or unsuitable. Our model indicated that highly (<1%) and
moderately (16%) suitable habitat existed in the south recovery zone although the majority of the areas (84%) was classified as
marginal or unsuitable habitat.
Using our model we isolated areas >20,234 ha in size and ≥0.50
in mean HSI score as being capable of sustaining minimum
viable populations of black bears. We identified 4 recovery
units primarily located in bottomland forests along major river
basins. Recovery units ranged in size from 31,583-74,285 ha and
0.58-0.60 in mean HSI scores. Our recovery unit scores were
comparable to scores previously reported in the southeast U.S.
and the acreages of suitable habitat for all recovery units exceeded
those reported to support existing populations of the Louisiana
black bear.
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Research technician measuring food and cover variables in a
mixed pine–hardwood forest in east Texas.
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Plan to Attend IBA 2013

22nd International Conference on Bear Research and Management in Provo, Utah

Join us September 15–20 at Brigham Young University in Provo, Utah, for the 22nd International Conference on Bear
Research and Management. With the theme “Bears in Winter,” this year’s conference will focus on aspects of the winter
hibernation/inactivity period, including physiology, behavior, ecology, reproduction, etc. Additional conference themes will
include development and implementation of conservation and outreach programs, bear management in the urban-rural
interface, and bears of the western hemisphere, past and present. Papers and posters will be presented dealing with these and
other aspects of the biology, management and conservation of the world’s eight species of bears.

Children’s Outreach

New to this conference will be a presentation on children’s literature and music dealing with bears, to make the IBA more
approachable to the general public. The conference is open to anyone with an interest in bears.

Registration

Registration will be accepted through 5:00 p.m. (MDT) Thursday, September 5. Early-bird discounts are available through
July 31.
Registration Options

Early-Bird—until July 31

Regular—from August 1

Full—IBA Members

USD $379

USD $469

Full—Non-IBA Members

USD $449

USD $539

Full—Students

USD $239

USD $289

Single-Day

USD $100

USD $125

Extra Banquet Ticket

USD $75

USD $80

Field Trips

Prices vary—see below

Accommodations

Conference guests are invited to stay at special conference rates at the Provo Marriott Hotel & Conference Center, a few
blocks from the BYU campus in downtown Provo. Be sure to reserve your room before June 30, 2013. Our conference room
rate is $129.00 Most rooms have two beds, so room sharing is available. Conference guests will enjoy the high-tech and hightouch guest rooms as well as views of the nearby mountains. The hotel is close to Utah Lake State Park, Sundance Resort and
Park City. Downtown Provo offers unique restaurants featuring many types of ethnic cuisine.

Area Attractions

There’s plenty to do at Brigham Young University. The beautiful campus includes a natural history museum, a dinosaur
museum, a museum of art, and interesting exhibits in many classroom buildings.
Central Utah in the fall is a paradise of color. With the Wasatch Mountains only a short walk from the BYU campus,
you can hike up Y Mountain and enjoy a view of Utah Lake in the distance. In nearby Provo Canyon you can hike along the
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rapids of Provo River and wade in the water tumbling down from Bridal Veil Falls. Or explore Timpanogos Cave or Cascade
Springs while you take in the gorgeous fall foliage.
While you’re in Utah, why not spend a few extra days visiting some of the five national parks in the state? They include
Arches, Bryce Canyon, Canyonlands, Capitol Reef, and Zion National Park. In addition there’s Monument Valley Navajo
Tribal Park. During the conference, free tours of some local attractions will be available in the evening.

IBA Conference Field Trips

Four optional field trips are planned.
At Antelope Island in the Great Salt Lake, view a free-roaming herd of 500 bison, and the pronghorn and bighorn sheep
that share the rangelands. Hike along backcountry trails for spectacular views. Lunch will be provided. Cost: $40 per person.
Bryce Canyon is a wilderness of phantom-like rock spires where you can
hike a canyon trail or stroll along the rim. Lunch will be provided. Cost:
$50 per person.
In Sunrise Bugling: Rocky Mountain Elk, experienced guides will call in
bull elk. Travel is through montane habitat housing black bear, mule deer,
elk, and cougar. Lunch and liquid refreshments will be provided. Cost: $25
per person.
San Rafael Swell, a large geologic anticline, features 2,000 square miles
of narrow, circuitous canyons, scenic cliffs and towering buttes. It is home
to eight rare plant species, desert bighorns, coyotes, bobcats, cottontail
rabbits, badgers, gray and kit fox, and the golden eagle. A box lunch will be
provided. Cost: $40 per person.

Exhibitors and Sponsors

We are currently seeking sponsors and exhibitors. If you are interested
in either exhibiting or a sponsorship, please visit http://ce.byu.edu/cw/bear/
exhibitors.php.
For more details about the 22nd International Conference on Bear
Research and Management, including information about travel, tours,
exhibitors and sponsors, visit http://ce.byu.edu/cw/bear/, where you also
can register for the event.
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Annual Bearfest Celebration

This year, the celebration in Wrangell AK takes place from July 24-29. There will be a bear symposium that includes: a
discussion of the Anan Wildlife Observatory Management Plan Update, an evening devoted to First Nations bear conservation and research, bear management and research in Southeast Alaska, and global bear research and conservation. More
information can be found online at www.alaskabearfest.org/

BEARS · PHOTO CONTEST · LOCAL ARTS

PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS
BEAR LECTURES · MOVIES · MUSIC

GOLF TOURNAMENT JULY
27TH · GAMES

Bea est
BearFest

A Celebration Of The Bears Of Alaska

ANAN WILDLIFE OBSERVATORY

SALMON BAKE · BEAR SAFETY WORKSHOPS

BEAR RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM

MARATHON

JULY
28TH

www.alaskabearfest.org

2013- Festivities
WRANGELL,
ALASKA
- July 24th–28th marathon
Pearl Django Krista Herring
JULY 25th

Nolan Center 7PM
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If your research article is going to be published or is in press, please send the citation to Jennapher Teunissen van Manen
to be included in the next issue of IBN.
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About the International Association for Bear Research and Management (IBA)

The International Association for Bear Research and Management (IBA) is a non-profit tax-exempt organization open to professional biologists, wildlife managers, and others dedicated to the conservation of all bear species. The organization has over 550
members from over 50 countries. It supports the scientific management of bears through research and distribution of information. The IBA sponsors international conferences on all aspects of bear biology, ecology, and management. The proceedings are
published as peer-reviewed scientific papers in the journal Ursus.

IBA Mission Statement

Goal: The goal of the International Association for Bear Research and Management (IBA) is to promote the conservation
and restoration of the world’s bears through science-based research, management, and education.
Objectives: In support of this goal, IBA’s objectives are to:
1. Promote and foster well-designed research of the highest professional standards.
2. Develop and promote sound stewardship of the world’s bears through scientifically based population and habitat
management.
3. Publish and distribute, through its conferences and publications, peer-reviewed scientific and technical information of high
quality addressing broad issues of ecology, conservation, and management.
4. Encourage communication and collaboration across scientific disciplines and among bear researchers and managers through
conferences, workshops, and newsletters.
5. Increase public awareness and understanding of bear ecology, conservation, and management by encouraging the translation
of technical information into popular literature and other media, as well as through other educational forums.
6. Encourage the professional growth and development of our members.
7. Provide professional counsel and advice on issues of natural resource policy related to bear management and conservation.
8. Maintain the highest standards of professional ethics and scientific integrity.
9. Encourage full international participation in the IBA through the siting of conferences, active recruitment of international
members and officers, and through financial support for international research, travel to meetings, memberships, and
journal subscriptions.
10. Through its integrated relationship with the Bear Specialist Group of the World Conservation Union (IUCN)/Species
Survival Commission, identify priorities in bear research and management and recruit project proposals to the IBA Grants
Program that address these priorities.
11. Build an endowment and a future funding base to provide ongoing support for IBA core functions and for the IBA Grants
Program.
12. Support innovative solutions to bear conservation dilemmas that involve local communities as well as national or regional
governments and, to the extent possible, address their needs without compromising bear conservation, recognizing that
conservation is most successful where human communities are stable and can see the benefits of conservation efforts.
13. Form partnerships with other institutions to achieve conservation goals, where partnerships could provide additional funding, knowledge of geographical areas, or expertise in scientific or non-scientific sectors.
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